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Active Internet measurement relies on responses to active probes such as ICMP
Echo Request or TCP SYN messages. Active Internet measurement is very useful
in that it enables researchers to measure the Internet without privileged data from
ISPs. Researchers use active measurement to study Internet topology, route dy-
namics and link bandwidth by sending many packets through selected links, and
measure RTTs and reliability through probing many addresses. A fundamental
challenge in active measurement design is in allocating and limiting measurement
traffic by carefully choosing where measurements are sent and how many samples
are taken per measurement. It is important to minimize measurement loads because
heavy measurement traffic may appear malicious. If network operators consider
measurement traffic as attacks, then they can blacklist the sources of measurement
traffic and thus affect the completeness and accuracy of the measurement. Another
challenge of active measurement is that biases can occur due to no responses from or
biased selection of destinations. Biases can cause misleading conclusions and thus
should be minimized.
In this dissertation, I develop a general approach to reducing measurement
loads and biases of active Internet measurement based on the insight that they
can be reduced by letting Internet addresses represent larger aggregates. I first
develop a technique that identifies and aggregates topologically proximate addresses.
The technique called Hobbit compares traceroute results to measure topological
proximity. Hobbit deals with load-balanced paths that can cause incorrect inferences
of topological proximity by distinguishing between route differences due to load
balancing and due to distinct route entries. Hobbit also makes a unique contribution
that it can aggregate even discontiguous addresses. This contribution is important
in that fragmented allocations of IPv4 addresses are common in the Internet.
I apply Hobbit to IPv4 addresses and identify 0.51M aggregates of addresses
(i.e. Hobbit blocks) that contain 1.77M /24 blocks. I evaluate the homogeneity
of Hobbit blocks using RTTs and show that Hobbit blocks are as homogeneous as
/24s even though their sizes are generally larger than /24s. I then demonstrate that
Hobbit blocks improve the efficiency of Internet topology mapping by comparing
strategies that select destinations from Hobbit and /24 blocks. I also quantify the
efficiency improvement of latency estimation that can be achieved by using Hobbit
blocks. I show that Hobbit blocks tend to be stable over time and analyze the
measurement cost of Hobbit block generation.
I finally demonstrate that Hobbit blocks can improve the representativeness
of network measurement. I develop a methodology that measures the representa-
tiveness of measurement and show that active Internet measurement may not be
representative even if the entire IPv4 space is probed. By using Hobbit blocks, I
adapt weighting adjustment, which is a common bias correction technique in sur-
veys, to active Internet measurement. I evaluate the weighting adjustment using
various kinds of samples and show that the weighting adjustment reduces biases
in most cases. If Hobbit blocks are given, the weighting adjustment incurs no me-
asurement cost. I make Hobbit blocks publicly available and update them every
month for researchers who want to perform weighting adjustment or to improve the
efficiency of network measurement.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
Active measurement of the Internet, which is a major field of network me-
asurement, probes Internet addresses by active probes such as ICMP, TCP and
UDP probes. Active Internet measurement enables researchers to measure or track
network attributes and events without access to privileged information. Many re-
searchers rely on active Internet measurement to study the Internet’s core [1–9] as
well as edge networks [10–16]. The results of active Internet measurement provide
information for diverse networks in the Internet and thus can have significant impli-
cations not only for researchers but also for Internet Service Providers (ISPs) that
typically do not have information for other ISP networks. Although active Internet
measurement is an essential method, it has a couple of issues.
First, active Internet measurement can incur heavy measurement loads because
it sends probes to each of destination Internet addresses. Heavy measurement loads
can lead to high use of measurement monitor resources or slow measurement speed.
The resource usage in measurement monitors should be minimized because many
public monitors such as planetlab nodes [17] and residential RIPE Atlas probes [18]
have limited resources. Slow measurement speed also needs to be addressed because
network properties such as routes and latency can change during measurement time.
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Another issue with heavy measurement loads is that, when ingress routers of desti-
nation networks receive heavy measurement traffic, they may consider measurement
traffic as malicious scans or attacks and thereby block the traffic.
Second, since active Internet measurement extracts information from responses
to active probes, it tends to over-represent hosts that always respond to probes and
under-represent hosts that intermittently respond. The issue is that the response
rates of Internet hosts are highly correlated with geographic locations [16] and net-
work prefixes [19]. This suggests that active Internet measurement results may be
biased toward some geographic locations and networks. In addition, the locations of
measurement monitors can also affect the representativeness of measurement results
in that networks near the monitors are likely to be over-represented. Measurement
monitors are typically located in the institutions of researchers who perform me-
asurement and the institutions are mostly in the US and Europe. Popular public
monitors such as planetlab nodes and RIPE Atlas probes are also concentrated in
the US or Europe. Therefore, it is an important issue to develop a technique that
reduces the bias in active Internet measurement.
In this dissertation, I address heavy measurement loads and potential bias
of active Internet measurement, with the insight that they can be alleviated by
letting Internet addresses represent larger aggregates of addresses. I develop a set of
techniques for identifying and exploiting homogeneous groups of IPv4 addresses and
demonstrate that the techniques can reduce measurement loads and bias of active
Internet measurement. My work in this dissertation can be directly used in active
Internet measurement and thus can have an impact on research and practice that
2
perform active Internet measurement.
1.1 Challenges
One may think probing a large number of addresses (and thus incurring he-
avy measurement loads) is not an issue in that an optimized scanning tool called
ZMap [20] probes the entire public IPv4 addresses in about 10.5 hours (according to
the ZMap ICMP Echo Request dataset [21]). ZMap is very useful for reducing me-
asurement execution time, but does not address all the challenges caused by heavy
measurement loads. First of all, ZMap traffic may appear to be malicious attacks
because ZMap generates traffic at very high speeds. Also, measurement execution
time can still be a challenge. ZMap uses a single probe for each destination by
default but several measurement studies require multiple probes for a single desti-
nation. Studies that use traceroute [2–6,8,9] are representative examples. It is hard
to generalize the number of probes required for traceroute to a single destination
because it largely depends on the hop counts between source and destination. But,
according to the traceroutes of randomly sampled 100k destinations measured on a
single machine at UMD using an exhaustive mode of Paris-traceroute (also known as
MDA) [22], the average number of probes for each destination is 141. This implies
that measurement execution time can be very long (2 months) even with ZMap.
These challenges can be naturally addressed by a reduction in measurement loads.
Measurement loads can be reduced by sampling of Internet addresses. Sam-
pling, however, is a challenging problem. Samples should represent diverse networks
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that have various networking technologies, administrative policies and geographic
locations. The challenge is that Internet addresses are very unevenly distributed
across countries and administrative domains. For example, while the US has about
36% of IPv4 addresses, most of other countries have less than 1% of the addres-
ses [23]. This suggests that simple random sampling may generate unrepresentative
samples that do not contain the addresses that are in the minority. An increase in
sample size will improve the representativeness of a sample but it will also increase
measurement loads.
Stratified sampling can deal with uneven distribution of Internet addresses.
However, stratified sampling requires a grouping of Internet addresses. A traditio-
nal grouping approach is to aggregate addresses by network prefixes such as BGP
and /24 prefixes. This method is simple and practical but only aggregates addresses
that are numerically adjacent. Given that route aggregation and fragmented alloca-
tions of addresses are common in the Internet [24], the aggregation of numerically
adjacent addresses may not be appropriate. BGP prefixes can comprise diverse ad-
dresses and discontiguous /24 prefixes may be (topologically) closer to each other
than contiguous /24 prefixes. To address these challenges, I exploit topological infor-
mation obtained by traceroute rather than relying on network prefixes in identifying
the groups of Internet addresses.
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1.2 Thesis
In this dissertation, I defend the following thesis: IPv4 addresses can be grouped
into homogeneous blocks that enable researchers to improve efficiency and accuracy
of active Internet measurement. I define “homogeneous blocks” to be aggregates of
IPv4 addresses that are topologically proximate. I define “improving efficiency” as
reducing the number of probes required for obtaining the same amount of informa-
tion, and “improving accuracy” as enhancing the representativeness of measurement
results from samples without increasing sample sizes.
I support the thesis based on the insight that topologically proximate addresses
are likely to have similar properties and the aggregates of topologically proximate
addresses can be identified by using traceroute. My insight enables stratified sam-
pling of IPv4 addresses (that draws sample points from each aggregate). I expect
the stratified sampling will improve efficiency of active measurement compared to
random sampling. The stratified samples can also be more representative than
random samples (in that the aggregates of topologically proximate addresses are
likely to widely vary in size).
The aggregates of topologically proximate addresses can also be used for post
bias correction. My insight is that I can leverage weighting adjustment [25] that
is one of the most common bias correction techniques in surveys, and that the ag-
gregates of topologically proximate addresses can be used as input to weighting ad-
justment. Active Internet measurement and surveys are similar in that they obtain
information about individual units (i.e., people and Internet addresses) by sending
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requests (i.e., questionnaires and active probes). The causes of biases are also simi-
lar. Samples can be biased or no responses may lead to bias. This suggests that it is
possible to adapt weighting adjustment to active Internet measurement. Weighting
adjustment requires a grouping of individuals (i.e., IPv4 addresses) like stratified
sampling. I support that the aggregation of topologically proximate addresses is a
proper grouping for weighting adjustment.
1.3 Contributions
A technique for identifying the aggregates of topologically proxi-
mate IPv4 addresses. I develop a technique that measures topological proximity
of IPv4 addresses and aggregates proximate addresses. The technique called Hob-
bit, distinguishes between route differences due to load balancing and distinct route
entries and can even aggregate discontiguous addresses. These are unique characte-
ristics that can greatly improve the quality of the aggregates in that load-balancing
is prevalent in the Internet as well as fragmented allocations of IPv4 addresses. I
verify the correctness of Hobbit by using information from various sources including
Whois databases, reverse DNS names, P2P crawlers and latency characteristics.
Identification and analysis of the aggregates of topologically prox-
imate addresses. I identify 0.51M blocks of topologically proximate addresses
that cover 1.77M /24 prefixes (and thus 256*1.77M individual addresses) by using
Hobbit. The blocks, which I call Hobbit blocks, can be used for improving the
efficiency of network measurement. I analyze the measurement cost of topology
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discovery that uses Hobbit blocks in selecting destinations and show that Hobbit
blocks improve the efficiency of topology discovery (compared to an existing appro-
ach). I quantify the similarity of RTTs of the addresses within the same Hobbit
blocks. Hobbit blocks are highly correlated with RTTs and thus can be used for
latency prediction. I actually show that Hobbit blocks improve the coverage of an
existing latency prediction technique, resulting in improved efficiency. I analyze the
similarity of geographic locations within Hobbit blocks. Hobbit blocks are mostly
homogeneous in geographic locations. This suggests that Hobbit blocks can help
active Internet measurement to cover more diverse geographic locations, in other
words, improve the representativeness. (I actually use Hobbit blocks in developing
a technique for improving the representativeness of active Internet measurement.) I
make Hobbit blocks publicly available.
A technique that improves the representativeness of network measu-
rement. I motivate, develop and evaluate a technique for improving the represen-
tativeness of active Internet measurement. I develop a methodology that quantifies
the representativeness of network measurement results. With this methodology, I
demonstrate that active measurement results may not be representative even when
the entire public IPv4 addresses are probed, and thus a technique for improving the
representativeness is needed. I develop a technique that improves the representati-
veness of measurement results by adapting weighting adjustment to active Internet
measurement. I identify key factors that influence the performance of the technique
and evaluate the performance with various combinations of the factors. The results
show that the technique improves representativeness in most cases.
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1.4 Organization
In Chapter 2, I describe related work with a focus on existing approaches to
identifying aggregates of IPv4 addresses and their applications. In Chapter 3, I
present a technique for identifying topologically proximate addresses (Hobbit) and
describe the blocks generated by using Hobbit (Hobbit blocks) focusing on their sizes
and the characteristics of largest and smallest Hobbit blocks. In Chapter 4, I des-
cribe ways of using Hobbit blocks to improve the efficiency of network measurement
and demonstrate that Hobbit blocks improve the efficiency of topology discovery
and latency estimation. In Chapter 5, I detail a methodology for quantifying the re-
presentativeness of measurement results and present a description and evaluation of
a technique that improves the representativeness of active Internet measurement. In
Chapter 6, I conclude with a summary of contributions and implications for future
research.
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Chapter 2: RELATED WORK
2.1 Identifying the aggregates of addresses
The IP prefixes advertised through BGP provide useful information about
topological proximity. Researchers often group IP addresses by their BGP prefixes
and treat the groups as a unit for reducing measurement load [3] or inferring the
properties of Internet addresses such as geographic locations [26] and access network
types [27]. I also aggregate addresses but use the last IP hop routers as a criterion.
My work is also unique in that I use the aggregates of addresses for improving the
accuracy of network measurement as well as the efficiency.
BGP prefixes may be aggregates of smaller (i.e., more specific) prefixes. This
motivates researchers to disaggregate large BGP prefixes into small prefixes, typi-
cally /24s, and use the addresses that have common /24 prefixes as a unit [15, 16,
28,29]. Although the blocks identified by Hobbit, i.e., Hobbit blocks are likely to be
smaller than BGP blocks, Hobbit is different from the disaggregation based on net-
work prefixes in that Hobbit aggregates even discontiguous addresses. In addition,
I show that the use of Hobbit blocks improves the efficiency of Internet topology
mapping compared to when using /24s (Section 4.1).
The iPlane [3] clusters network interfaces by geographic locations and AS
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numbers, and performs measurement at the granularity of clusters in order to reduce
measurement load. The iPlance also uses BGP prefixes in selecting destination
addresses for topology mapping. My approach in this dissertation is similar to
iPlane in that I also aggregate addresses with an purpose of reducing measurement
loads. However, the aggregation by last-hop routers yields better homogeneity than
the aggregation by geographic locations and BGP prefixes (as will be shown in
Section 4.3.1).
RTT measurements are often used for determining [26, 30–35] or validating
[36, 37] the geographic locations of Internet hosts. The intuition behind the use
of RTT measurement for geolocation is that the addresses that have similar RTTs
will be geographically proximate. Hobbit blocks also can be used for geolocation
because the addresses within the same Hobbit blocks are likely to be geographically
co-located (Section 4.3.2). A drawback of using RTT measurements for geolocation
is that RTTs can vary widely depending on queuing delays [11,38,39], IP paths [40]
and connection types [41]. On the other hand, last hop routers of IPv4 addresses
tend to be very stable (Section 4.1.3).
2.2 Assessing the aggregates of addresses
Freedman et al. [24] have measured the geographic locality of BGP prefixes and
found that many prefixes comprise geographically diverse addresses. Chen et al. [42]
have also measured the geographical locality of the clusters generated by using local
domain name servers as a criterion. I also assess the homogeneity of aggregates
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of addresses (generated by using BGP prefixes and geographic locations). But, I
measure the correlation of RTTs rather than geographic co-locality (Section 4.3.1).
Gharaibeh et al. [35] have also quantified the geographic co-locality of IP
addresses. They have focused on disaggregated BGP prefixes, that is, /24 blocks.
They have inferred the co-locality by clustering the addresses that have similar
RTTs and counting the number of distinct clusters within /24 blocks. Hobbit also
measures the homogeneity of /24 blocks but Hobbit uses last hop routers as a metric.
Last-hop routers are more likely to be stable than RTTs (as I describe in Section
2.1).
2.3 Improving the representativeness of network measurement
I use Hobbit blocks in adapting weighting adjustment to network measurement.
The weighting adjustment improves the representativeness of network measurement
by post-error correction. There have been alternative approaches to improving the
representativeness.
One of the main causes of unrepresentativeness is sampling bias. Many studies
have addressed the sampling bias issue by developing techniques that obtain repre-
sentative samples mostly focusing on P2P networks [43, 44] and online social net-
works [45–48]. My approach is different from these work in that I use post-processing
(i.e., weighting adjustment) rather than creating unbiased samples. Weighting ad-
justment and generating representative samples complement each other because the
performance of weighting adjustment is maximized with representative samples,
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and that active measurements may not be representative even with representative
samples (due to no response) and weighting adjustment can improve the represen-
tativeness (Section 5.3.3).
Kandula et al. [49] have developed a post-correction technique called Broom
that corrects bias in network path measurements. Whereas Broom focuses on biased
selection of source addresses, I focus on unrepresentativeness caused by no response
or biased selection of destination addresses. The biases in sources and destinations
can be dealt with separately and thus Broom and my study can complement each
other. He et al. [50] have developed a framework that supplies information missing
from existing datasets. Weighting adjustment also can be viewed as supplying in-
formation missing from measured data. However, whereas weighting adjustment is
a general technique for improving the representativeness, their framework is tailored
to the detection of missing AS links.
2.4 Predicting latency between Internet hosts
I use Hobbit blocks for latency estimation (that is, to estimate the RTT be-
tween two Internet hosts without direct measurement). Latency estimation has be
been studied over a decade. A common approach is to build a network coordinate
system that assigns each host synthetic coordinates in a coordinate space such that
the distance in the space corresponds to the RTT between the hosts [51–58].
There also have been techniques that do not employ network coordinate sys-
tems. King [59] exploits local DNS servers and Ting [60] uses Tor [61] protocol. All
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these existing techniques apply to certain subsets of IP addresses. The network coor-
dinate based techniques can only predict RTTs between addresses participating the
coordinate system. King is only applicable to addresses of which local DNS servers
are open recursive resolvers and Ting can only predict RTTs between Tor relays.
Hobbit blocks complement the existing techniques by extending their coverage (as
I will show in Section 4.2.2).
2.5 Measuring and dealing with load-balancing
Several studies have observed path diversity due to load balancing. My work
is relevant to these studies in that I also have observed and dealt with the path
diversity. Augustin et al. [4] have observed that 39% of source destination pairs
traversed per-flow or per-packet load balancers, and 70% traversed per-destination
load-balancers. Flach et al. [7] have quantified violations of destination-based for-
warding due to load-balancing. Pelsser et al. [40] observed a significant difference
in latency between flows for the same source destination pair, which implies the
existence of per-flow load-balancers.
Paris-traceroute MDA [22] enumerates all load-balanced paths between source-
destination pairs, i.e., enumerates all “per-flow” load-balanced paths. Hobbit uses
Paris-traceroute MDA to enumerate per-flow load-balanced paths. MDA can be
also used for enumerating per-destination load-balanced paths. However, Hobbit
does not use MDA for enumerating per-destination load-balanced paths because
MDA just enumerates all the paths towards /24s based on the assumption that the
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paths towards /24s will be the same unless they are per-destination load-balanced
paths. Hobbit does not assume the homogeneity of /24s and concludes that the
paths are per-destination load-balanced paths only when their relationships are non-
hierarchical.
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Chapter 3: IDENTIFYING HOMOGENEOUS ADDRESSES
In this chapter, I describe a technique for identifying the aggregates of ho-
mogeneous IPv4 addresses. I first measure the homogeneity of /24 blocks (i.e., the
aggregates of addresses having common /24 prefixes) and then identify larger blocks
by aggregating homogeneous /24 blocks. /24 blocks are used as a unit in several
measurement studies and systems. An Internet outage detection system called Tri-
nocular [15] tracks outages for /24 blocks, and a recent study on the availability of
Internet hosts have focused on the availability of /24 blocks [16]. The IPv4 topology
dataset of CAIDA [28] is constructed by probing the destinations randomly chosen
from each routed /24 prefix. The EDNS-Client-Subnet DNS extension [29] strongly
encourages recursive resolvers to truncate the IPv4 addresses of users to 24 bits,
for the purpose of protecting the privacy of users. Whereas these systems use /24
blocks with an implicit assumption of the homogeneity of /24 blocks, I validate the
homogeneity of /24 blocks and only consider homogeneous blocks.
I focus on topological proximity in estimating the homogeneity. Topological
proximity is closely related with the operations of several existing measurement
systems. For example, if the addresses within /24s are topologically distant, they
are unlikely to have identical traceroute results (thus affecting topology discovery
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by CAIDA), concurrent outages (affecting Trinocular) and identical corresponding
front-end servers (affecting the EDNS extension).
The measurement of homogeneity in terms of topological proximity may seem
to be a trivial problem that can be simply solved by using traceroute. However, due
to the prevalence of load-balancing, comparing the traceroute results is not straight-
forward. I detail the challenges in measuring the topological proximity and present
a technique that identifies homogeneous /24s in the presence of load-balancing. By
applying the technique, I actually find homogeneous address blocks and describe the
characteristics of the blocks.
3.1 Measuring topological proximity
A straw-man proposal for measuring the homogeneity of /24 blocks is to obtain
IP-level routes of all the addresses within /24 and conclude that a /24 is homogene-
ous if all the IP-level routes are identical. An underlying assumption of this approach
is that the routes towards co-located addresses are identical. However, in today’s
Internet where path diversity due to load-balancing is prevalent, this is not true for
many addresses. Even probes between the same source-destination pairs often take
different paths [4]. I first describe how to deal with load-balanced paths.
3.1.1 Paris-traceroute is helpful but not enough
Paris-traceroute, which is a variant of traceroute, has been proposed to correct
inaccurate inferences of paths due to load-balancing. It tunes the values of the
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packet header fields that affect the path selection by load-balancers, so that all
probes towards a destination follow the same path. Paris-traceroute can also be
extended to a tool1 that enumerates all paths between a source-destination pair.
I use Paris-traceroute MDA in comparing (IP-level) routes of different ad-
dresses to prevent from falsely classifying identical routes as being different. If the
numbers of routes towards destinations are more than one, identifying a single route
for each destination may cause false classifications. For example, if destinations A
and B both have routes {r1, r2}, and I find only a single route r1 for A and r2 for B,
then A and B will appear to have different routes which is not true. To prevent this
from happening, I enumerate all routes using Paris-traceroute MDA and compare
the sets of routes.
Based on the methodology described above, I perform a preliminary analysis
on the homogeneity of /24 blocks. I first identify active IPv4 addresses using ZMap
ICMP Echo Request scan dataset [21, 62]. This dataset is generated by sending
ICMP Echo request probes to all public IPv4 addresses, and recording the reply
messages (if exist). I only consider IPv4 addresses that responded with ICMP Echo
reply messages to be active. Given the list of active addresses, I select an active
address from each /26 block while excluding /24 blocks that have no active address
in any of the /26s within them. In other words, I only select /24s that have at
least one active address in every /26 block within them to increase the confidence
1The extended version is called Multipath detection algorithm (MDA). In this dissertation, I
use the term “Paris-traceroute MDA” because MDA is often considered as a subcomponent of
Paris-traceroute.
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of my result to represent /24s not /25s nor /26s. For each chosen address, I enu-
merate all the routes between a source located at UMD and the chosen address.
I consider that addresses have identical routes if they share at least one route. A
/24 block is regarded as being homogeneous if all of the (four) addresses within the
block have identical routes. To my surprise, 88% of the /24 blocks were hetero-
geneous. Considering that I address per-flow load-balancing using Paris-traceroute
MDA and that I am generous in determining whether addresses have identical rou-
tes by requiring only one route to be identical, 88% is unexpectedly high. With a
doubt that ICMP rate limiting can be a confounding factor, I try to eliminate the
effect of ICMP rate limiting. I use unresponsive hops as wildcards that can repre-
sent any address in comparing routes. For example, routes <A.A.A.A, B.B.B.B,
C.C.C.C>, <A.A.A.A, *, C.C.C.C> and <*, B.B.B.B, C.C.C.C> are all conside-
red to be identical where * represents unresponsive hop. This change to the route
comparisons reduces the percentage of heterogeneous /24 blocks, but very slightly:
The percentage of heterogeneous blocks decreases to 87% from 88%.
3.1.2 Per-destination load-balancing matters
The unexpectedly high ratio of heterogeneous /24 blocks implies that there
can be other confounding factors than per-flow load-balancing addressed by Paris-
traceroute MDA and ICMP rate limiting. One possibility is that load balancing
is performed by destination, not by flow. I estimate how significant the effect of
per-destination load-balancing can be.
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Although Paris-traceroute MDA is used to discover per-destination load-balanced
paths [4], it just enumerates all distinct paths towards the addresses within /24
blocks, assuming that paths towards the addresses within /24s are “identical” un-
less they are load-balanced paths. However, my goal in this chapter is to verify
whether /24 blocks are homogeneous and thus I cannot rely on MDA. Instead, I
make an assumption that is much more likely to be true than the assumption of
Paris-traceroute MDA. I assume that the addresses within “/31” blocks have identi-
cal routes unless per-destination load-balancing occurs. Based on this assumption,
I select two addresses that are within a /31 block from each /24, and then dis-
cover routes between a source (located at UMD) and the selected addresses using
Paris-traceroute MDA. If the addresses within /31s have distinct routes, I consider
that the /24s they are chosen from are affected by per-destination load-balancing.
About 77% of the /31s have distinct routes. This shows that per-destination load-
balancing is prevalent and can be a significant confounding factor in determining
the homogeneity by comparing routes.
3.1.3 Dealing with per-destination load-balancing
Per-destination load-balancers can take different paths even for topologically
co-located addresses. Hence, in the presence of per-destination load-balancing, ho-
mogeneity cannot be measured by simply comparing routes. A remedy is to focus
on last-hop routers2 instead of the entire routes. If routes are different due to load-
2Last-hop routers are the last routers in the paths to the destinations. Their addresses may
not be identified by traceroute if they do not respond to traceroute probes.
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router R2> show ip route
[ . . . ]
C.C.C.0/24 via X.X.X.2
via Y.Y.Y.2
[ . . . ]
R1
router R1> show ip route
[ . . . ]
A.A.A.0/25 via X.X.X.1
A.A.A.128/25 via Y.Y.Y.1
[ . . . ]
R2
Heterogeneous Homogeneous














(a) Disjoint (b) Inclusive (c) Non-hierarchical
Figure 3.2: The relationship between the sets of the addresses grouped by last-hop
routers. < X, Y > denotes X is a last-hop router of a destination Y .
balancing but eventually converge, last-hop routers will be identical. If routes are
identical, last-hop routers are obviously identical. One missing case is when routes
are different due to load-balancing but do not converge. In other words, last-hop
routers are different due to load-balancing. It might be questionable how often
this happens. According to the traceroutes dataset I collected for the addresses
within /31s, about 30% of the address pairs within /31s have distinct last-hop rou-
ters. These differences are likely due to load-balancing (under the assumption that
addresses within /31s are unlikely to have different routes without load-balancing).
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The question is how to distinguish whether the difference in last-hop routers
is caused by load-balancing or heterogeneity. I consider that addresses are hete-
rogeneous (in terms of topological proximity) if their last-hop routers are different
due to distinct route entries rather than load-balancing3 (figure 3.1). Route entries
are typically generated for subnets of which network prefixes do not overlap each
other, unless one subnet includes the other. Therefore, the relationships between
distinct route entries will be hierarchical. To be specific, every pair of the entries
will be either mutually disjoint (a sibling relationship4), or one includes the other
(a parent-child relationship). Hence, if last-hop routers are different due to distinct
route entries, when grouping addresses by their last-hop routers and representing
each group by the range from the numerically smallest address in the group to
the largest one, the relationships between the ranges also will be hierarchical (Fi-
gure 3.2a and 3.2b). The contrapositive of this statement, which should be also true,
is that the addresses within /24 blocks are not heterogeneous (i.e., homogeneous),
if any of the addresses is not hierarchical when grouped by their last-hop routers
(Figure 3.2c). Combining this with that /24 blocks are homogeneous if their addres-
ses have identical last-hop routers, I determine that /24s are homogeneous if any of
the addresses within them does not a have hierarchical relationship with others, or
they all have common last-hop routers. I call this methodology homogeneous block
identification technique (Hobbit).
3Per-destination load-balancing is often implemented by installing route-cache entries for each
of destinations [63]. I do not consider them to be distinct. I only consider route entries for different
destination networks to be distinct.
4I use the term “sibling” in that distinct subnets within a /24 subnet have a common /24 prefix
(i.e., a common parent).
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3.2 Elaboration on Hobbit
3.2.1 Last-hop vs entire traceroute
The basic idea of Hobbit is to examine whether the addresses within /24s
have hierarchical relationships. This idea is applicable not only to last-hop routers
but also to entire traceroutes. (I can group addresses having common traceroutes
and check the relationships between the groups.) Nevertheless, I focus on last-hop
routers. Reducing measurement loads (as I describe in Section 3.2.4) is not the
only reason. More importantly, the coverage of Hobbit is enhanced when applied
to last-hop routers compared to when applied to entire traceroutes. I compare
how many homogeneous /24s Hobbit finds in each case. /24 blocks that have /31s
of which traceroutes are different are likely to be homogeneous. Among these, I
only select the /24s having different last-hop routers for fair comparison. If all the
last-hop routers of a /24 are the same, I can conclude that it is a homogeneous
block without checking the relationships. This is an advantage for the case of when
applied to last-hop routers. I collect the traceroutes of all the active addresses
within the chosen /24s (from a machine at UMD using Paris-traceroute MDA).
I then apply Hobbit using two metrics, last-hop routers and entire traceroutes. In
terms of traceroutes, only 70% of the /24s were determined to be homogeneous. 70%
is quite low considering that I only selected /24s that are likely to be homogeneous.
On the other hand, 92% of the /24s were homogeneous in terms of last-hop routers.
I investigate what causes the difference.


















































Figure 3.3: CDF of (a) cardinality and (c) the number of probed addresses for
detected and undetected homogeneous /24 blocks by my methodology. (b) CDF of
cardinality in different metrics, entire traceroute, last-hop router and sub-path that
indicates the path from a common router to destination.
that load-balanced paths appear to have hierarchical relationships. If this false
hierarchy appears, Hobbit may fail to recognize the homogeneity. The question is
how often hashing falsely suggests hierarchy, what it is related to, and how Hobbit
can control it. I observe that its probability is closely related to cardinality, that is,
the number of distinct traceroutes (or last-hop routers) towards the addresses within
/24. Figure 3.3a shows the CDF of the cardinalities (in terms of traceroutes) of the
homogeneous /24s that were detected and undetected by Hobbit (along with those of
all the homogeneous /24s). I can see that the undetected homogeneous /24s tend to
have higher cardinalities compared to the detected and all homogeneous /24s. This
implies that cardinality influences the probability of failures. The cardinality of /24s
varies a lot depending upon the metrics that define cardinality. Figure 3.3b shows
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the CDF of the cardinalities of all the homogeneous /24s in terms of traceroutes,
last-hop routers and sub-paths that indicate the paths from the routers that are
common to all the destinations within /24 and closest to the /24. As I use smaller
parts of traceroutes, cardinality tends to decrease. One reason could be that there
are multiple load-balancers on the paths. The cardinality multiplicatively increases
as the number of load-balancers increases. For example, if load-balancers L1 and
L2 distribute traffic across N1 and N2 paths, the total number of distinct paths can
be up to N1 ∗N2. In comparison to the cardinalities of entire traceroutes, those of
last-hop routers are very small, and this is why the coverage of Hobbit is enhanced
by 22% when using last-hop routers compared to using traceroutes.
3.2.2 How many destinations need to be probed?
Although Hobbit may fail to detect some homogeneous blocks depending on
the cardinality, the probability of failures can be controlled by probing more des-
tinations (because the probability is related to the number of probed addresses as
shown in Figure 3.3c). The question is how many destinations need to be probed
for a certain confidence level. I decide the number of destinations, by computing
the probability of failures for each <cardinality, number of probed addresses> pair.
Although the probability function could be theoretically developed, I rely on empi-
rical analysis in this dissertation. I use the traceroute dataset collected for all active
addresses within homogeneous /24s (as described in Section 3.2.1). For every combi-
nation of the destinations within a homogeneous /24, I can predict whether Hobbit
will determine the /24 to be homogeneous if it only probes the destinations corre-
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sponding to the combination (simply by applying Hobbit to the partial information
corresponding to the combination). All the combinations that would be determined
not to be homogeneous are failures (and the others are successes), because all the
combinations are chosen from homogeneous /24s. By classifying combinations by
the number of destinations within them and cardinality (and computing the failure
ratio in each category), I can obtain the probability of failures for each <cardinality,
number of probed addresses> pair. One issue is that the total number of combi-








n is the total number of active addresses within the /24, and I have data for more
than 150k /24s.) To deal with this, I choose a random sample of all combinations
such that most of the <cardinality, number of probed addresses> pairs have at least
16,588 sample points5. Figure 3.4 depicts6 the distribution of degree of confidence,
that is, 1 - failure ratio. As expected, the confidence tends to increase as the number
of probed addresses increases and cardinality decreases. I use this data in deciding
when to stop probing (as detailed in Section 3.2.5).
3.2.3 How to select destinations?
Hobbit requires at least 4 active addresses to be effective. It is because the
relationships between less than 4 addresses are always hierarchical no matter how
they are grouped. I also require that every /26 within /24 has at least one active
address, so that my result represents the entire /24. I identify all active addres-
5I obtain this number by computing the number of samples required for 99% confidence level,
1% margin of error, 50% sample proportion estimate and infinite population size [64].
6The values of some pairs were not depicted because they have less than 16,588 sample points


























Figure 3.4: Degree of confidence that Hobbit will recognize a homogeneous /24 block
per <cardinality, the number of probed addresses> pair.
ses using ZMap ICMP Echo Request dataset, and only select /24s that meet the
criterion. For each chosen /24, I group the active addresses within it by their /26
prefixes, and then probe each /26 group in a round-robin fashion. I shuffle the order
of the /26s to probe at the end of each round.
3.2.4 How to identify last-hop routers?
The only information I need to gather by probing the destinations are their
last-hop routers. In order to efficiently identify last-hop routers, I try to infer a hop
count between source and a last-hop router. I send an ICMP Echo Request to a
destination and inspect the response’s TTL field. If I know a default TTL value of
the destination host (that is, the initial TTL value written by the destination host),
I can compute the hop count between source and destination. Although default TTL
values are different for different operating systems, the values of 64, 128 and 255 are
commonplace [65–67]. So I consider that a default TTL is 64 if the TTL value of the
response (TTLres) is less than 64. If 64 ≤ TTLres < 128, 128 ≤ TTLres < 192 or
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192 ≤ TTLres, a default TTL is considered to be 128, 192 or 255, respectively. Once
I identify the default TTL value of a destination, I compute the hop count between
source and the last-hop router by subtracting the TTLres from the default TTL
value. I then run Paris-traceroute MDA with the first ttl configured to the hop
count. The inferred hop count value may be inaccurate if routers use customized
default TTL values or the hop counts of the forward and reverse path are different.
If the hop count is an underestimate, I will find some more routers than the last-hop
router. If the hop count is an overestimate, I will fail to identify the last-hop router.
If it happens, I halve the first ttl and run again Paris-traceroute MDA. This is
repeated until the last-hop router is identified or the first ttl becomes 1.
3.2.5 When to terminate?
Hobbit determines that a /24 is homogeneous if all the addresses have a com-
mon last-hop router, or any of them have a non-hierarchical relationship when grou-
ped by their last-hop routers. Hence, I terminate probing if the non-hierarchical
relationship is found or I can confirm that all the addresses have a common last-hop
router. To determine with a high degree of confidence whether or not a /24 has
a single last-hop router, I exploit the analysis of Paris-traceroute MDA. That is, a
router has a single nexthop interface (for a certain destination) at the probability
of 95% if 6 probes are responded by a single nexthop interface [22]. I can view the
number of interfaces as a random variable and thus substitute it with the number of
last-hop routers. Therefore, I determine that a /24 has a single last-hop router (and
stop probing), if I only find a single last-hop router having probed 6 destinations.
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I also terminate probing when I have probed as many destinations as required for
95% confidence level (figure 3.4). If no confidence value is present for the current
<cardinality, number of probed addresses> pair, I probe all the active addresses.
3.3 Measurement results
I measure the homogeneity of /24 blocks using Hobbit. I choose 3.37M /24
blocks based on the ZMap data (Section 3.2.3), and probe each of them from a
machine located at UMD. In this section, I present and analyze the measurement
results.
3.3.1 How homogeneous are /24 blocks?
Table 3.1 shows a summary of measurement results. There have been /24
blocks that were not analyzable by Hobbit. Although I only choose /24s having at
least 4 active addresses using the ZMap data, some blocks had less than 4 active
addresses when I probed them. Even when blocks have at least 4 active addresses,
if the number of active addresses are less than required for achieving a desired
confidence level, that is, 95% (figure 3.4), I classify the blocks as “Not analyzable”.
These two cases account for about 25% of the /24s I probed. Despite the large
enough number of active addresses, 16.8% of the /24s were not analyzable because
none of their last-hop routers were responsive.
I have found 1.77M homogeneous /24 blocks. About 0.62M blocks had com-
mon last-hop routers, and 1.15M blocks had different last-hop routers but their
relationships were non-hierarchical. This result reinforces that per-destination load-
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Classification # of /24 blocks
Not analyzable
Too few active 840,258 (24.9%)
Unresponsive last-hop 567,439 (16.8%)
Homogeneous
Same last-hop router 616,719 (18.2%)
Non-hierarchical 1,153,628 (34.2%)
Different but hierarchical 198,292 (5.9%)
Table 3.1: Measurement results of the homogeneity of /24
balancing is prevalent and it even changes last-hop routers of destinations, and thus
simply checking whether addresses have a common last-hop router is not enough
for determining homogeneity. The remaining 0.2M blocks consist of the addresses
that have different last-hop routers of which relationships are hierarchical. Since I
probed as many addresses as required for 95% confidence level, the probability of
these blocks being homogeneous is less than or equal to 5%. If I consider all these
blocks as heterogeneous, I can conclude that 1.77M out of 1.97M /24s, that is, 90%
of the /24s are homogeneous.
3.3.2 Analyzing heterogeneous /24s
Strictly speaking, the last category in table 3.1, a set of /24s that have different
last-hop routers but the relationships of their addresses appear to be hierarchical is
a mixture of homogeneous and heterogeneous /24 blocks. There is a non-negligible
chance (5%) that the /24 blocks in the category are homogeneous. I have exami-
ned this category to discover /24s that are “very likely” to be heterogeneous, and
found the criteria that define a certain class of /24s that are “very likely” to be
heterogeneous.
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The first criterion is that, when the addresses within /24 are grouped by
their last-hop routers, the relationship between any pair of the groups is disjoint
(i.e., not inclusive). Second, the groups are aligned. To be specific, when each
group is represented by a subnet whose network prefix is the longest common pre-
fix of the addresses within group, every subnet contains only the addresses that
are within the corresponding group. For example, if I observe that the addresses
<X.Y.Z.2, X.Y.Z.125> and <X.Y.Z.129, X.Y.Z.254> have common last-hop routers
respectively, then I will consider that X.Y.Z.0/24 is a heterogeneous block, because
the two groups are disjoint and the two corresponding subnets, X.Y.Z.0/25 and
X.Y.Z.128/25 only contain the addresses within each group. If the second group
were <X.Y.Z.127, X.Y.Z.254>, I would not consider this /24 to be heterogeneous
because the groups would be disjoint but not aligned. /24 blocks that satisfy this
criteria are very likely to be heterogeneous. I verified that homogeneous /24 blocks
meet the criteria at the probability of less than 0.1%. Based on this criteria, I found
17,387 heterogeneous /24 blocks (in other words, the other 198,292 - 17,387 /24
blocks were either inclusive or disjoint but not aligned). These blocks consist of ho-
mogeneous sub-blocks. Table 3.2 shows the distribution of sub-block compositions.
More than half of the /24s are composed of two homogeneous /25 blocks. One /25
along with two /26s and four /26s are also common compositions. /27 and /28 are
also present although they are not as common as /25 and /26.
Given that at least 90% of the /24s are homogeneous, it could be considered
unusual to split /24s into smaller sub-blocks and treat them differently. In order




{/25, /26, /26} 20.65%
{/26, /26, /26, /26} 15.79%
{/25, /26, /27, /27} 5.92%
{/26, /26, /26, /27, /27} 4.63%
{/26, /26, /27, /27, /27, /27} 1.13%
{/25, /26, /27, /28, /28} 0.81%
{/25, /27, /27, /27, /27} 0.58%
Table 3.2: The distribution of homogeneous sub-blocks within heterogeneous /24
blocks
names and geolocations of all the heterogeneous /24s using the Maxmind GeoLite
database [68]. I then group the /24 blocks by the ASN they belong to. Table 3.3
shows the top 10 ASes with the most number of heterogeneous /24 blocks, along
with organization names, countries the /24s have been allocated to, and the types
of organizations I figured out from their websites. The top 2 ASes, which are both
from Korea, include about 60% of the heterogeneous /24s. Other countries also tend
to have more than one AS. France, Denmark and Georgia each have two. The US
has one AS of which organization type is a hosting company; the rest are under the
control of broadband ISPs.
To further analyze heterogeneous /24 blocks, I make WHOIS queries to KR-
NIC [69] that is a Korean national Internet registry maintaining specific information
about the addresses allocated to Korea. I focus on the top AS, Korea Telecom, be-
cause it keeps assignment information current. I made a query for each of the
heterogeneous /24s and could verify that they are actually being split into sub-





ASN Organization Country Type




2 1798 AS9318 SK Broadband
3 499 AS15557 SFR
France
10 106 AS35632 IRIS 64
4 486 AS3292 TDC A/S
Denmark
6 172 AS9158 Telenor A/S




7 125 AS36352 ColoCrossing US Hosting
Table 3.3: Top 10 ASes having the most number of heterogeneous /24 blocks
IPv4 Address : 220.83.88.0/25 220.83.88.128/26 220.83.88.192/26
Organization Name : KT Chungbukbonbujang Donghajeongmil
Network Type : CUSTOMER
Address : Cheongwon-Gu Jincheon-Eup Munbaek-Myeon
Cheongju-Si Jincheon-Gun Jincheon-Gun
Province : Chungcheongbuk-Do
Zip Code : 360172 365-800 365-860
Registration Date : 20160112 20150317 20150317
Table 3.4: WHOIS responses from KRNIC for a /24
220.83.88.0/25, 220.83.88.128/26 and 220.83.88.192/26, each of which is allocated
to different customers located at different addresses. Although Korea has more than
100 million IPv4 addresses [70], considering that nearly all the heterogeneous blocks
including the example block have been registered in 2015 or later, IPv4 address














Figure 3.5: The size distribution of aggregated homogeneous blocks in terms of /24
blocks they contain
3.4 Aggregating homogeneous /24s
A natural extension of the measurement of the homogeneity of /24s is to find
homogeneous sub-blocks within heterogeneous /24s and to find larger homogeneous
blocks than /24s (by aggregating them) if they are homogeneous. In this section, I
focus on the aggregation of homogeneous /24 blocks.
I associate each homogeneous /24 with the set of last-hop routers of the ad-
dresses within the /24. The set can be a singleton if all the addresses within a /24
have a single common last-hop router, but can instead include multiple last-hop
routers if the addresses have different last-hop routers due to load-balancing. My
approach to aggregation is to merge /24s having the identical7 sets of last-hop rou-
ters. This method enables the aggregation of discontiguous /24 blocks. I present
the aggregation results made using this method.
7I consider two sets are identical if their sizes are equal and every last-hop router in one set is
also in the other set.
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3.4.1 How large are the aggregated blocks?
By aggregating homogeneous blocks that have identical sets of last-hop routers,
the total number of homogeneous blocks has been reduced from 1.77M to 0.53M
(including not aggregated homogeneous /24s). Figure 3.5 depicts the distribution
of size; that is, the number of /24s within the aggregated blocks. About 0.39M blocks
have the size of 1. This indicates that they have not been aggregated. Still, many
blocks have the size greater than 1. Although the number of blocks with the size x
decreases as x increases, 21,513 blocks consist of at least 16 /24s, and 2,430 blocks
contain at least 64 /24s. There are even blocks that include more than 1024 /24s.
This result demonstrates that, even though /24 blocks are mostly homogeneous,
they are not necessarily the largest homogeneous block. Therefore, using /24s could
be inefficient. For example, since traceroutes towards homogeneous addresses are
likely to be the same, selecting destinations for topology discovery from each /24
might be less efficient than choosing the destinations from the homogeneous blocks
I have identified.
3.4.2 Who are the biggest homogeneous blocks?
In the presence of IPv4 address exhaustion, assigning a large number of ad-
dresses to the machines located at the topologically same location may seem unex-
pected. To understand why it happens, I characterize top 15 largest homogeneous
blocks. I identify their ASNs, organization names and geolocations using the Max-
mind GeoLite databases, and the types of organizations from their websites. Table
3.5 summarizes the identification results. With respect to their types, “Hosting”
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Rank Size ASN Organization Geo-location Type
1 1251 18779 EGI Hosting US Hosting
2 1187 1257 Tele2 Sweden Broadband ISP
3 1122 16509 Amazon Japan Hosting/Cloud
4 1071 2914 NTT America US Hosting/Cloud
5 940 32392 OPENTRANSFER US Hosting
6 857 1257 Tele2 Sweden Broadband ISP
7 840 4713 OCN Japan Broadband ISP
8 835 16509 Amazon US (San Jose) Hosting/Cloud
9 783 4713 OCN Japan Broadband ISP
10 732 9506 SingNet Singapore Broadband ISP
11 731 17676 SoftBank Japan Broadband ISP
12 703 26496 GoDaddy US Hosting
13 699 22394 Verizon Wireless US Broadband ISP
14 698 32392 OPENTRANSFER US Hosting
15 679 22773 Cox US (Arizona) Residential ISP
Table 3.5: Top 15 largest homogeneous blocks
indicates a hosting company. I add the suffix “/Cloud” to “Hosting” if the website
describes their hosting services as cloud computing services. Although Amazon is
well-known for electronic commerce, I classify it as “Hosting/Cloud” because the re-
verse DNS names of the addresses within the corresponding blocks begin with “ec2”
that is the name of its cloud computing service. “Broadband” denotes an ISP that
provides both mobile and fixed broadband services. Verizon Wireless (also known
as Cellco Partnership) and Cox are classified as “Mobile Broadband” and “Fixed
Broadband”, respectively, because they provide each of the services only.
7 of the 15 blocks are being used by hosting companies. It is understandable
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that hosting companies allocate many addresses to the same region because they
run datacenters for their services. The addresses within each block might have
been assigned to the servers in a datacenter. Actually, the two blocks of Amazon
appear to be allocated to their datacenters. The reverse DNS names of the addresses
within each block have the common keyword “ap-northeast-1” and “us-west-1”,
respectively, that indicate the endpoints of their datacenters located in Japan and
US west [71].
6 blocks have been classified as “Broadband”. Since “Broadband” ISPs provide
both mobile and fixed broadband services, the addresses within these blocks could
be allocated to cellular networks. A recent study on timeouts has observed that, if
an initial probe to a destination experiences a higher delay than subsequent probes,
then the destination is likely a cellular wireless device [72]. I use this observation to
identify whether the addresses within each block are assigned to cellular devices. I
randomly choose 200 /24s from each block, and then send 20 ping probes to every
active address within the chosen /24s. For each address, I compute the difference
between the RTT of the first ping and the maximum RTT of the rest of the pings. If
the addresses within a block tend to have higher first RTTs than the maximum RTTs
of the rest (i.e., if the differences tend to be positive), then the block is likely being
used for a cellular network. Figure 3.6 depicts the distributions of the differences of
the 6 “Broadband” blocks plus the Verizon wireless block that I add for reference.
Tele2 and OCN each have two blocks and the differences tend to be high in all the
blocks. About 50% of the addresses within the blocks have the differences greater
than 0.5s and the differences of at least 10% of the addresses are greater than or
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equal to 1s. Verizon wireless also has a similar distribution. Therefore, the Tele2
and OCN blocks as well as the Verizon wireless block are likely being assigned to
cellular networks. SingTel and SoftBank are very different from the others. Most
of the differences are nearly zero. This indicates that they are not being used for
cellular devices.
Recent studies have shown that major US cellular carriers connect their cellular
networks with the Internet through a few infrastructure locations (so-called ingress
points) [27,73]. This means that probes for many cellular devices traverse a common
ingress point, and thus they would appear to be co-located on the Internet topology.
This explains why Verizon wireless has a large homogeneous block. I suspect that
the ingress points of Tele2 also cover a wide area because the addresses within the
Tele2 blocks are located across three countries– Sweden, Croatia and Netherlands,
according to the Maxmind GeoLite databases and their reverse DNS names. I are
not certain that OCN ingress points also cover a wide area but it appears likely,
considering that the OCN blocks are as large as Tele2 and Verizon wireless blocks.
Therefore, my result may imply that not only US cellular carriers but also European
(Tele2) and Asian (OCN) carriers deploy only a few ingress points.
The last block is owned by Cox that provides fixed broadband service to resi-
dential and business customers. Most of the addresses within the block are located
in Phoenix, Arizona according to the Maxmind GeoLite databases and their reverse
DNS names. They do not seem to be residential addresses, considering that most
of their reverse DNS names begin with “wsip” whereas Bitcoin nodes in the Cox





















Figure 3.6: The CDF of the differences between the first RTT and the maximum of
the rest RTTs for “broadband” blocks
ginning with “ip” [74]. Cox operates a large datacenter in Phoenix for business
customers [75]. It could be the location where the addresses within the Cox block
are allocated to. Singtel and SoftBank also provide datacenter services. The Singtel
and SoftBank blocks might also be assigned to datacenters, considering that their
RTTs were very stable (Figure 3.6).
3.4.3 Are the addresses within blocks numerically adjacent?
Topologically co-located addresses may be expected to be numerically adja-
cent because routing decisions are usually based on prefixes rather than the entire
address. In this section, I analyze the numerical adjacency of the /24 blocks within
the homogeneous blocks I have identified. I estimate the degree of adjacency bet-
ween a /24 pair by computing the longest common prefix length of the pair. Since
I compare /24s (rather than entire addresses), the length ranges from 0 to 23, and
high length represents high degree of adjacency.





































Figure 3.7: The length distribution of the longest common prefixes between (a)
adjacent /24s within homogeneous blocks (b) the smallest and the largest /24s
the common prefix length between the /24s that are right next to each other. Figure
3.7a shows the distribution of the lengths. More than 30% of the /24 pairs have the
length 23, and the lengths of about 70% are at least 20. This implies that many
/24s are contiguous within the blocks. However, this does not necessarily mean
that the blocks mostly consist of a single contiguous block. I next measure the
common prefix length between the smallest and the largest /24s within each block
(figure 3.7b). About 40% of the pairs have the length 0 or 1 whereas only about 5%
have the length 23. This, in combination with the above result that many /24s are
contiguous, implies that homogeneous blocks often consist of multiple contiguous
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#1. EGI Hosting (cluster size - 1251) #2. Tele2 (1187)
#3. Amazon (1122) #4. NTT America (1071)
#5. OPENTRANSFER (940) #6. Tele2 (857)
#7. OCN (840) #8. Amazon (835)
Figure 3.8: Visualization of numerical adjacency of /24s within the top 8 homoge-
neous blocks
sub-blocks that are separated from each other.
I verify that homogeneous blocks consist of contiguous sub-blocks by visu-
alizing the adjacency of the /24s within the top 9 largest homogeneous blocks in
Figure 3.8. For each block, given a sorted list of /24s {p1, p2, ..., pn}, I draw a vertical
line at xi such that
xi =

1 if i is 1
xi−1 + (24− LCP LEN(pi−1, pi)) if i > 1
where LCP LEN(pi, pj) denotes the longest common prefix length of pi and
pj. The gap between the vertical lines represents the degree of adjacency. A large
gap indicates low degree because the gap becomes larger as the length of the cor-
responding longest common prefix decreases. Most of the blocks contain large con-
tiguous segments, none of which covers the entire block. This demonstrates that
large homogeneous blocks mainly consist of several contiguous sub-blocks that are
separated from each other.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter, I presented the design and implementation of a technique
called Hobbit that measures topological proximity of IPv4 addresses and aggregates
topologically proximate addresses. Hobbit deals with path diversity due to per-
destination load-balancing by distinguishing between route differences due to load-
balancing and different route entries. I have identified 1.77M homogeneous /24
blocks using Hobbit and aggregated them into 0.51M homogeneous aggregate blocks.
I have characterized the top 15 biggest blocks, and found that most of them have
been allocated to datacenters or cellular networks.
I also have discovered that addresses within many homgeneous /24s have dif-
ferent last-hop routers due to load-balancing and most of Hobbit blocks consist of
numerically discontiguous addresses. These results suggest that the unique charac-
teristics of Hobbit greatly help to identify more homogeneous addresses. Hobbit
can aggregate even discontiguous addresses by focusing on last-hop routers rather
than network prefixes, and can deal with load-balancing by checking the relati-
onship of addresses within /24s. In the next chapters, I demonstrate that Hobbit
blocks are as homogeneous as /24s and thus can improve the efficiency of Internet
topology mapping that draws destinations from /24 blocks (like like CAIDA’s topo-
logy discovery [28]). I also show that Hobbit blocks can be used for improving the
representativeness of active Internet measurement.
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Chapter 4: IMPROVING EFFICIENCY OF ACTIVE MEASURE-
MENT
In this chapter, I demonstrate that Hobbit blocks can help to improve the
efficiency of active Internet measurement. I quantify the efficiency improvement
achieved by using Hobbit blocks for two specific applications: 1) Internet topology
mapping and 2) latency prediction.
I compare an Internet topology mapping strategy that selects destinations from
each /24 block (like CAIDA’s topology discovery [28]) with that selects destinations
from each Hobbit block. I quantify the measurement load of each strategy and show
that the strategy using Hobbit blocks discovers more links when the same number
of destinations are probed.
To demonstrate that Hobbit blocks can be used for improving the efficiency of
latency prediction, I first quantify the degree of correlation of RTTs within Hobbit
blocks. I show that RTTs are highly correlated within Hobbit blocks.I then demon-
strate that Hobbit blocks can actually help existing latency estimation techniques
to predict RTTs between more number of address pairs without additional measu-
rements, in other words, to improve the efficiency of latency prediction.
I finally compare Hobbit with a specific system that aggregates Internet ad-
dresses for improving efficiency of network measurement, that is, iPlane [3]. Whereas
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Hobbit uses last-hop routers as a criterion of aggregation, iPlane uses BGP prefixes
and geographic locations. I compare these criteria by quantifying the correlation of
RTTs within the aggregates generated by different criteria.
4.1 Improving the efficiency of Internet topology mapping
Internet topology mapping has a wide range of applications including the infe-
rence of routing policy [76], realistic network simulation [77] and network neutrality
inference [78]. It is important for Internet topology mapping to reduce the number
of probe destinations, because Internet topology mapping typically uses traceroute
that requires tens of probes for many destination unlike ping style probing methods
that only send a few probes to each destination. Reduced measurement loads can
help to increase measurement frequency or prevent measurement traffic from being
confused with malicious attacks. I demonstrate that measurement loads for Internet
topology mapping can be reduced by using Hobbit blocks.
4.1.1 Comparing Internet topology mapping strategies that use /24
prefixes and Hobbit blocks
A typical approach to selecting measurement destinations for Internet topo-
logy mapping is to choose a destination from each BGP prefix with large prefixes
disaggregated into /24 prefixes [2, 28]. I compare this approach with an alternative
approach that selects a destination from each Hobbit block. Due to the prevalence
of per-destination load-balancing, it may not be enough to select a single destination
from each /24 or Hobbit block for comprehensive topology discovery. I thus perform




























Figure 4.1: The ratio of the links discovered by two different approaches: To select
addresses from 1) each Hobbit block and 2) each /24.
active addresses within the sampled /24 blocks1. I then choose destinations (and
extract the corresponding traceroutes) from the collected traceroute dataset in two
different approaches, that is, to select a destination from 1) each /24, and 2) each
Hobbit block. I compute and compare a discovered links ratio, that is, the number of
distinct links within the chosen traceroutes divided by the total number of distinct
links in the dataset. To enumerate all the links, I repeat to select more destinations
from each block until the discovered links ratio nearly becomes 1. Figure 4.1 shows
the ratios achieved by the different approaches as a function of the average number
of selected destinations per /24 (that is, the number of selected destinations divided
by the total number of /24 prefixes in the dataset). Selecting destinations from the
Hobbit blocks always results in the discovery of more links compared to selecting





























Figure 4.2: The ratio of the links discovered as a function of the number of sent
probes.
destinations from /24. This demonstrates that the use of the Hobbit blocks can
improve the efficiency of topology mapping. This result also shows that probing a
single destination per /24 results in incomplete topology discovery considering that,
even with 20 destinations per /24 probed, only about 40% and 55% of the links are
discovered when /24 and Hobbit blocks are used in destination selection.
4.1.2 Analyzing the effect of Hobbit block generation overhead
Hobbit block generation incurs a substantial amount of active measurements
(whereas /24 prefixes can be directly identified from IP addresses without any mea-
surement). I analyze the measurement overhead of Hobbit block generation and the
effect of the overhead on the efficiency improvement of Internet topology mapping.
Although Hobbit probes each destination using traceroute like topology mapping,
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the number of probed destinations may not be an appropriate metric for measuring
the Hobbit block generation overhead. It is because Internet topology mapping usu-
ally probes all intermediate hops between source and destination whereas Hobbit
tries to probe only the last hop. I thus use the number of sent probes as a metric for
overhead measurement. I count the number of probes generated by Hobbit and nor-
malize it by the total number of /24 prefixes probed by Hobbit, obtaining the result
of 396.45 probes per /24. To quantify the effect of the overhead on the efficiency
of topology mapping, I compute the measurement load of topology mapping by the
average number of sent probes per /24 (instead of the average number of probed
destinations as I did in Section 4.1.1). I then add the overhead of Hobbit block
generation to the measurement load of topology mapping that uses Hobbit blocks.
Figure 4.2 shows the discovered link ratios as a function of the average number of
sent probes per /24. When the Hobbit block generation overhead is not considered,
the topology mapping strategy that selects destinations from Hobbit clusters shows
better efficiency than the strategy that uses /24 blocks. Even when the overhead
is included, the strategy using Hobbit blocks discovers more links using the same
amount of probes except when the discovered link ratio is less than 35%. This result
shows that Hobbit blocks can improve the efficiency of topology mapping even consi-
dering the block generation overhead. Note also that the overhead can be amortized
over multiple vantage points in that topology mapping is typically performed from
multiple vantage points whereas Hobbit uses a single vantage point. In addition,
Hobbit blocks can be used for other purposes than topology mapping as I will show















Table 4.1: The distribution of the number of changes in last-hop routers of each /24
4.1.3 Updating Hobbit blocks periodically
The maintenance of Hobbit blocks may require periodic updates to deal with
changes in topology. Hobbit blocks are based on last-hop routers. If last-hop towards
Hobbit destinations frequently change, Hobbit blocks also need to be frequently
updated. I analyze the frequency of the last-hop changes to figure out how often
Hobbit blocks need to be updated. I collected the last-hop routers of all Hobbit-
eligible /24 blocks (that was described in Section 3.2.3) every month from November
2016 to August 2017 obtaining 10 snapshots. For each /24 in the dataset, I count
the number of changes in last-hop routers. For example, if the last-hop routers of a
/24 in the snapshots are < A,A,A,B,B,A,A,A,C,C >, the number of changes is
3.
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Table 4.1 shows the distribution of the number of last-hop router changes
of the /24s. About 83.3% of the /24s did not change their last-hop routers for 9
months. 10.8% changed last-hop routers only once. Only about 0.5% of the /24s
changed last-hop routers more than 4 times. This result shows that last-hop routers
tend to be very stable over time. This result also reflects the expected duration
of last-hop routers remaining unchanged. For example, the number of changes 2
indicates the expected duration 9/(2+1) = 3 months (because the dataset spans 9
months). Hence, the expected duration is at least 9/4 for about 98.8% of the /24s.
Given this, I consider that a month is a reasonable period of Hobbit blocks update.
I thus perform Hobbit every month and publish the Hobbit blocks.
4.1.4 Can Hobbit improve the efficiency of Trinocular?
Trinocular tracks outages of each /24 block. If the outages identified by Trino-
cular are correlated within Hobbit blocks, the efficiency of Trinocular can possibly
be improved by using Hobbit blocks (i.e., by probing each Hobbit block instead
of /24). The Trinocular dataset [15] records each outage that Trinocular detects.
Using this dataset, I measure the correlation between outages and Hobbit blocks.
For each Hobbit block, I identify the number of /24 blocks with correlated outages
(i.e., /24s with time-overlapped outages) and then divide it by the number of total
/24s within the Hobbit block.2 This fraction value indicates the degree of correla-
tion of outages within Hobbit blocks. For example, the fraction 1 indicates that all
the /24s within the Hobbit block experienced concurrent outages. Since the sizes of












Fraction of /24s with Correlated Outages
Figure 4.3: The CDF of the fractions of /24 blocks with correlated outages.
Hobbit blocks are various, I assign different weights to different fraction values. I
give higher weights to larger Hobbit blocks because larger blocks can be more useful
in improving the efficiency of Trinocular. For example, if the sizes of Hobbit blocks
are 2 and 3 and their fraction values are 10 and 20, I generate 5 data points, <10,
10, 20, 20, 20> (and draw the CDF of the datapoints).
Figure 4.3 shows the weighted CDF of the fraction values. The fractions tend
to be very small. The median value is 0.067 and the 90th percentile is 0.615. This
result shows that Hobbit blocks are unlikely to be useful for enhancing the efficiency
of Trinocular.
4.2 Improving the efficiency of latency estimation
Latency estimation is to predict the RTTs between Internet hosts without
directly measuring it. It enables to avoid the cost of measurement [79] or to es-
timate the RTTs between arbitrary Internet addresses. Latency estimation has a
wide range of applications such as online game matchmaking [80] and improving
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Tor’s performance [60]. I demonstrate that Hobbit blocks can help existing latency
estimation techniques to predict RTTs between more addresses without additional
measurement.
4.2.1 Measuring the correlation of RTTs within Hobbit blocks
I quantify the correlation of RTTs within Hobbit blocks to show that Hobbit
blocks can be used for latency prediction. If RTTs are highly correlated within
Hobbit blocks, RTTs to some addresses in a Hobbit block can be imputed from RTTs
to other addresses in the same block. Since imputation does not incur additional
measurement, it can lead to improved efficiency.
Obtaining RTT measurements To measure the correlation of RTTs, I
obtain RTT measurements using ZMap ICMP Echo Request scan dataset [21]. The
dataset contains the results of the entire IPv4 space scan by ICMP Echo Request
probes. I only select the addresses that responded with ICMP Echo Reply mes-
sages3 and compute RTTs using the timestamps recored in the dataset when the
packets were sent and received. Since RTTs can vary widely depending on network
conditions, I obtain 8 consecutive snapshots and calculate median RTTs.
Quantifying the correlation of RTTs I estimate the similarity of RTTs
of the addresses within Hobbit blocks by using the coefficient of variation (CV),
that is, the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean. I aim to quantify the
spread of RTTs within Hobbit blocks and CV is a reasonable measure for that
purpose. Given the RTT measurements (obtained from the ZMap ICMP Echo
















Figure 4.4: The CDF of coefficient of variation (CV) of RTTs within /24 and Hobbit
blocks.
Request dataset), I compute CV for each Hobbit block by calculating the mean and
standard deviation of the RTTs of all the addresses within the block. A higher CV
indicates a lower degree of similarity (or correlation) of RTTs. I compare the CVs of
Hobbit blocks with those of /24 blocks (that is, the aggregates of addresses having
common /24 prefixes). /24 blocks are known to be mostly homogeneous in several
aspects including RTTs [16, 19, 24, 35, 81]. If the CVs of Hobbit blocks are similar
to those of /24 blocks, then I can consider that RTTs are strongly correlated within
Hobbit blocks. Figure 4.4 shows the CDF of the CVs (in percentages) of Hobbit
blocks4 and /24 blocks. The distributions are nearly identical. About 70% of the
blocks have at most 7% CV for both Hobbit and /24. Although the percentage of
/24 blocks that have at most 10% CV is greater than that of Hobbit blocks, the
difference is small (83% for /24 and 80% for Hobbit).
The above analysis is simple and easy to understand but can be misleading if
4I do not include Hobbit blocks that contain only a single /24 prefix because I am comparing
to /24 blocks.
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very large Hobbit blocks5 have high CVs (i.e., low degrees of correlation) because
the analysis does not consider the size of the blocks. To address this, I design and
perform an alternative analysis. The basic unit of Hobbit clustering is a /24 block.
In other words, Hobbit blocks consist of /24 blocks. For each /24 within Hobbit
blocks, I compute the CV of the /24 and the CV of the Hobbit block it belongs
to, and then subtract the CV of the /24 from that of the Hobbit block. This CV
difference value can be interpreted as how much the correlation of RTTs is degraded
when a /24 block is aggregated into larger blocks (i.e., Hobbit blocks). A higher
value represents a higher degree of degradation. This analysis creates a data point
for each /24 block, which is a fixed size block, rather than for each Hobbit block.
Therefore, the size of Hobbit blocks is not an issue in this analysis. Figure 4.5
shows the CDF of the CV differences. The difference values tend to be very small.
About 64% of the differences are less than 1, and 86% of the differences are at most
10. This result reinforces the high degree of correlation of the RTTs within Hobbit
clusters.
4.2.2 Improving the efficiency of existing latency prediction techni-
ques
4.2.2.1 Quantifying the efficiency improvement
High correlation of RTTs within Hobbit blocks suggests that Hobbit blocks
can be useful for inferring RTTs and thus can improve the efficiency of existing
latency estimation techniques. The efficiency improvement can be achieved by im-
5Unlike /24 blocks, the sizes of Hobbit blocks vary widely. Several blocks contain more than a














Figure 4.5: The CDF of the differences between the CVs of /24 blocks and those of
the Hobbit blocks that the /24s belong to.
puting the RTTs between unmeasured addresses that are in Hobbit block A and B
from RTTs between measured addresses in A and B. I quantify the efficiency impro-
vement achieved by the imputation by measuring the number of additional latency
estimations with the imputation. Specifically, I compare the number of address pairs
between which RTTs can be estimated by an existing latency prediction technique
called Ting [60] without the imputation against that with the imputation. Ting
can only estimate RTTs between Tor [61] relays. With the imputation, the RTTs
between any two addresses that belong to two different Hobbit blocks containing
any Tor relay can be estimated. The RTTs between the addresses within the same
Hobbit block can be estimated only when the block contains more than one Tor
relays. Hence, the number of address pairs of which RTTs can be estimated with





ni ∗ nj +
C∑
i=1
bi ∗ ni ∗ (ni − 1)/2
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where C, ni, bi denote the total number of the Hobbit block (that contain any
Tor relay), the number of /24 blocks within the i-th cluster and a binary variable
that becomes 1 if the i-th Hobbit block contains more than one Tor relays and 0
otherwise. Note that I denote the number of /24 blocks by ni rather than the number
of individual addresses, in order not to over-estimate6 the efficiency improvement
by Hobbit blocks. Tor had 7,023 active relays at the time of my measurement.
Given a list of active Tor relays, I identified Hobbit blocks that contain any Tor
relay and calculated the above formula. The number of the address pairs obtained
by the above formula was 66 times greater than the number of the address pairs
that Ting can resolve without the imputation (i.e., the total number of Tor relay
pairs, 7,023*7,022/2). This result demonstrates that Hobbit blocks can improve the
efficiency of latency estimation.
4.2.2.2 Evaluating estimation error
The imputation may cause increased estimation error, that is, the difference
between measured and estimated values. I evaluate the estimation error caused by
the imputation. I use the ZMap ICMP Echo Request dataset. I obtain the RTT
measurements (from the source of the ZMap scan) to Tor relay nodes and all the
addresses in the Hobbit blocks having any Tor relay node. For each of the Hobbit
blocks, I compute the median of RTTs of all the Tor relays within the block and
regard it as the estimated RTT of all the other addresses in the block (i.e., the
addresses that are not Tor relays). For each address with the estimated RTT, I












Estimated RTT / Measured RTT
Figure 4.6: The distributions of the latency estimation error.
calculate the estimation error as the estimated RTT divided by the measured RTT
(that I obtain from the ZMap dataset). Figure 4.6 shows the CDF of the estimation
error. About 96.15% of the addresses have the estimation error between 0.9 and
1.1 and only about 0.3% of the addresses have the error greater than 1.2 or less
than 0.8. This estimation error result is comparable with those of existing latency
estimation techniques [59, 60, 79, 82]. This result reinforces that Hobbit blocks can
be used for latency prediction and thus improve the efficiency of existing latency
estimation techniques.
4.3 Comparing with alternative ways of improving efficiency
My approach to improving the efficiency of network measurement is similar
with the approach of iPlane (that is, to aggregate Internet addresses to reduce me-
asurement loads). However, iPlane aggregates addresses by either their geographic
locations or BGP prefixes whereas Hobbit uses last-hop routers. I compare these
different criteria to show that the last-hop router is a better criterion at least for
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latency prediction than the others. I also analyze their relationships.
4.3.1 Comparing the homogeneity of different aggregates
I compare the different criteria of aggregation by evaluating the correlation of
RTTs within aggregates generated by using different criteria (that is, the aggregates
of geographically co-located addresses, the aggregates of addresses having common
BGP prefixes, and the aggregates of addresses having common last-hop routers,
i.e., Hobbit blocks). I first describe how to obtain geographic locations of Internet
addresses and then present the comparison results.
4.3.1.1 Obtaining geographic locations
Reverse DNS based geolocation Many ISPs encode several properties of
Internet hosts (such as geographic locations, link type, IP allocation type, and
subscription type) in their reverse DNS (rDNS) names. RDNS based geolocation
techniques [2, 37] discover and interpret location hints in rDNS names to infer ge-
ographic locations. I use rDNS based techniques7 for geolocation. There exist
alternative approaches to geolocation such as inferring geographic locations from
RTT measurements [26,30–33] or relying on public databases (e.g., MaxMind Geo-
Lite dataset [68]). However, I cannot use the RTT based techniques because one of
my goals is to study the relationship between RTTs and geographic locations. The
MaxMind dataset has shown to be much less accurate than rDNS based techniques
at the city level [37]. Thus I mainly use a rDNS-based geolocation technique.
7Stale rDNS name may cause incorrect inferences of geographic locations and thus may affect
my results by causing under- or over-estimation of the correlation of geographic locations. However,
given that rDNS mis-naming only occurs in a small portion (0.5%) of IP addresses [83], my results
still can be reliable especially if the degree of the correlation is very low or high.
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I consider two representative rDNS-based geolocation techniques, undns [2]
and DRoP [37, 84]. Undns extracts location information from rDNS names using a
hand-crafted rule set that has been evolved over a decade. DRoP uses a machine
learning technique (a decision tree) to extract location hints such as airport codes
(IATA and ICAO [85]), CLLI [86], and UN/LOCODE [87] from rDNS names.
Selecting between DRoP and undns I first tried to apply both DRoP
and undns and only take the common results in order to improve the reliability of
geolocation. However, I observed that the results of DRoP and undns do not agree
even at the country level for many rDNS names. This suggests that one of the
techniques might have very low accuracy. To investigate this problem, I performed
a simple experiment that compares the accuracy and coverage of DRoP and undns.
First, I obtained all IPv4 PTR records (i.e., rDNS names) from project Sonar IPv4
rDNS dataset [88] that contains rDNS lookup results for all IPv4 addresses. I then
applied DRoP and undns to all the rDNS names. I compared their coverage by
counting the number of rDNS names they decoded. DRoP and undns decoded
56.13M and 294.75M rDNS names, respectively. To compare the accuracy, I used
the MaxMind GeoLite dataset because MaxMind datasets are highly accurate at the
country level [89]. Specifically, I compared the locations determined by undns and
DRoP against those in the MaxMind GeoLite dataset at the country level. Undns
yielded the same results with the Maxmind for about 97.8% of the rDNS names it
resolved. On the other hand, DRoP agreed with the Maxmind for only about 51.1%
of the rDNS names it resolved.
It may be meaningless to know the locations of not routed addresses, so I
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Rank Keyword Rate (%) Interpretation by DRoP
1 mta 22.67 IATA code of the airport in New Zealand
2 res 14.94 IATA, Argentina
3 sta 12.10 IATA, Denmark
4 asm 7.29 IATA, Eritrea
5 vic 6.44 IATA, Italy
6 ppp 6.41 IATA, Australia
7 cable 4.00 UN/LOCODE, Canada
8 kya 3.27 IATA, Turkey
9 cpe 3.17 IATA, Mexico
10 lns 2.75 IATA, USA
11 dsl 1.83 IATA, Sierra Leone
12 biz 1.81 IATA, Papua New Guinea
13 qld 1.30 IATA, Algeria
14 nas 1.29 IATA, Bahamas
15 stx 1.16 IATA, US Virgin Islands
Table 4.2: The top 15 keywords that are misinterpreted by DRoP.
performed the same experiment only on the rDNS names of routed addresses8 instead
of all rDNS names. The results were similar. Undns and DRoP resolved 288.3M
and 54.05M rDNS names while achieving the accuracy of 98% and 52.3%.
To understand what causes the low accuracy of DRoP, I analyze the keywords
within the rDNS names that were resolved to incorrect locations (at the country
level) by DRoP. Table 4.2 shows the top 15 most common keywords along with their
percentages and how they are interpreted by DRoP. Intuitively, many keywords do
not appear to indicate geographic locations. For example, “res” and “biz” are likely
8I obtained a list of advertised BGP prefixes from RouteViews dataset [90], and classified
addresses that match at least one BGP prefix as routed addresses.
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to indicate “residential” and “business” customers, and “mta” and “ppp” may stand
for “Mail Transfer Agent” and “Point-to-Point Protocol”. DRoP interprets these
keywords as location hints such as UN/LOCODE and IATA codes, resulting in the
incorrect inferences of geographic locations.
Finding geographically co-located addresses Since undns provides high
coverage and accuracy than DRoP, I use undns for geolocation. Undns resolves
288.3M rDNS names to geographic locations when applied to all the routed IPv4
addresses. Among these, I only select the locations that are confirmed to be correct
at the country level by the MaxMind GeoLite dataset. As a result, I end up obtai-
ning the geographic locations of 282.4M IPv4 addresses. I consider addresses to be
geographically co-located if they are in the same city. I aggregate geographically
co-located addresses. I also consider AS numbers in aggregation because addresses
that are in different ASes may have very different attributes even if they are geo-
graphically co-located. The iPlane also aggregates addresses that are in the same AS
and location. I call the aggregates of addresses that are geographically co-located
and are in the same ASes GeoASN blocks.
4.3.1.2 Comparing the correlation of RTTs
I measure the correlation of RTTs using a method in Section 4.2.1, that is, to
compute the difference between the CV of /24 and the CV of the aggregates that
the /24 belongs to. I compare the CV differences of Hobbit blocks, GeoASN blocks
















Figure 4.7: The CDF of the differences between the CVs of /24 blocks and those of
the Hobbit, GeoASN and BGP blocks that the /24s belong to.
prefixes.9
Figure 4.7 shows the CDF of the CV differences for different aggregates. The
difference values for Hobbit blocks tend to be much smaller than those for BGP and
GeoASN blocks. About 90% of the differences are less than 20 for Hobbit blocks
whereas only about 55% and 70% of the differences for GeoASN and BGP blocks
are less than 20. This result demonstrates that only Hobbit blocks can be useful for
latency estimation.
4.3.2 Analyzing the relationship between different aggregates
Hobbit blocks are generally finer-grained than GeoASN and BGP blocks in
that Hobbit blocks have higher degrees of RTT correlations (as shown in the above
section). I analyze whether addresses within the same Hobbit blocks have the same
geographic locations or BGP prefixes.
Geographic co-locality within Hobbit blocks A simple method for quan-












Figure 4.8: The CDF of the probability that an address will be in the same location
to another address within the same Hobbit block.
tifying the correlation of geographic locations within Hobbit blocks is to count the
number of distinct locations within Hobbit blocks. However, the number of distinct
locations may not be an accurate measure of the correlation for a couple of reasons:
1) it does not reflect the sizes of Hobbit blocks and 2) the ratio of each location
within Hobbit blocks having multiple locations. The sizes of Hobbit blocks need
to be considered in that smaller blocks are more likely to have higher degrees of
correlation (because smaller blocks have smaller numbers of addresses). The ratio
of each distinct location also needs to be considered because different distributions
of ratios may indicate different degrees of the correlation. For example, if two Hob-
bit blocks both have 3 locations X, Y and Z but the distribution of X, Y and Z is
<90%, 9%, 1%> in one block, and <40%, 30%, 30%> in the other, the correlation
within these two blocks need to be interpreted differently. For these reasons, I use
an alternative metric, that is, the probability that an address will be in the same











Number of Distinct BGP Prefixes
Figure 4.9: The distribution of the number of distinct BGP prefixes within Hobbit
blocks.
probability for an address that is located in G and in Hobbit block B is calculated
as: (NB,G − 1)/(NB − 1) where NB,G represents the number of addresses that are
located in G and in Hobbit block B, and NB represents the total number of addres-
ses in block B. For example, if a Hobbit block contains 4, 2 and 1 addresses located
in X, Y and Z, respectively, then the probability for an address located in X will be
3/6. The probability is computed for each individual address and thus not affected
by various sizes of Hobbit blocks. This method also better represents the ratios of
the locations within blocks because the probability largely depends on the ratios of
the locations.
Figure 4.8 shows the CDF of the probabilities (on a log scale). About 98%
of the addresses have the probability 1. This result demonstrates that geographic
locations are strongly correlated within Hobbit blocks.
The relationship between Hobbit blocks and BGP prefixes Hobbit
blocks may be expected to have a single BGP prefix in that Hobbit blocks are finer-
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grained than BGP blocks. I count the number of BGP prefixes within Hobbit blocks.
Figure 4.9 depicts the distribution of the numbers of distinct BGP prefixes. Only
about 35.6% of the Hobbit blocks have a single BGP prefix. This result reinforces
that fragmented allocations of IPv4 addresses are common in the Internet and thus
the aggregation of even discontiguous prefixes is needed.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, I showed that the efficiency of Internet topology mapping can
be improved by selecting destinations from Hobbit blocks instead of /24 blocks. I
analyzed the measurement overhead of Hobbit and analyzed its effects on the effi-
ciency improvement. I also analyzed the changes in last-hop routers of IP addresses
over time and showed that the last-hop routers (and thus Hobbit blocks) tend to
be very stable over time. I compared the correlation of RTTs within Hobbit blocks
to the correlation within aggregates of addresses having 1) common BGP prefixes
and 2) geographic locations. Hobbit blocks have shown to be highly correlated with
RTTs whereas the aggregations by BGP prefixes and geographic locations had low
correlations with RTTs. I actually showed that Hobbit blocks can improve the effi-
ciency of existing latency estimation techniques. I also measured the correlation of
geographic locations within Hobbit blocks. The addresses within Hobbit blocks are
very likely to be geographically co-located. This suggests that Hobbit blocks can be
used for geolocation.
Hobbit blocks are as homogeneous as /24s and, at the same time, are larger
than /24s. This means that Hobbit blocks are better aggregates than /24s as sup-
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ported by topology mapping efficiency improvement by Hobbit blocks. Although
Hobbit blocks are generally smaller than BGP blocks, the homogeneity of Hobbit
blocks are much higher. I showed that Hobbit blocks can be used for latency estima-
tion. Given that Hobbit blocks tend to be stable over time, the cost of maintaining
Hobbit blocks is not high. For practical use of Hobbit blocks, I run Hobbit every
month and make the results publicly available.
In the next chapter, I describe a different kind of application of Hobbit blocks.
I use Hobbit blocks to improve the representativeness of network measurement.
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Chapter 5: IMPROVING REPRESENTATIVENESS OF ACTIVE
MEASUREMENT
Active measurement studies draw conclusions from the addresses measured by
active probes. The issue is that measured addresses may not be representative of
the Internet or destination networks in that addresses may not respond to active
probes at the measurement time for various reasons. A lack of representativity is a
significant problem because the importance of unexpected observations (e.g., higher
RTTs than typical default timeout values [72]) can be under-estimated if addresses
with such observations are under-represented, or very rare events may be considered
more important than they actually are by over-representation.
In this chapter, I demonstrate that Hobbit blocks can be used for improving the
representativeness of active measurement by developing a technique that improves
the representativeness using Hobbit blocks as input.
I first develop a methodology that quantifies the representativeness of active
measurement and show that active measurement results may not be representative
even when the entire public IPv4 addresses are probed. I then describe a technique
that improves the representativeness. My approach is to use weighting adjustment
[25] that is one of the most common bias correction techniques in surveys. Weighting
adjustment improves the representativeness of surveys by assigning different weights
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to different respondents depending on how many people they can represent. I adapt
weighting adjustment to active measurement by using Hobbit blocks. I demonstrate
that the weighting adjustment improves the representativeness by identifying key
factors that influence the performance of the weighting adjustment and evaluating
the performance with various combinations of the factors.
5.1 Motivation: Demonstrating unrepresentativeness
In this section, I demonstrate that the results of active measurements can be
unrepresentative. I develop a methodology that quantifies the representativeness of
active measurements and apply the methodology to specific examples.
5.1.1 The representativeness of Internet-wide scanning
An optimized scanning tool called ZMap [20] enables fast probing of the entire
IPv4 addresses (when only a few probes are required for each destination). For
example, ZMap can perform a full IPv4 ICMP Echo Request scan in only about
12 hours according to the ZMap dataset [21, 62]. Thus, it may appear that repre-
sentativeness is not an issue in active measurement. However, even if all the IPv4
addresses are probed, the result may not be representative. A key issue is various
availability of IPv4 addresses. While there are many addresses that always respond
to probes, there are also some other addresses that intermittently respond for rea-
sons such as turning devices off at night and dynamic address assignment [16]. This
implies that low available addresses may not respond at the time of measurement
and no responses can lead to bias towards highly available addresses. I measure the
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The goal is to quantify the representativeness of a measurement instance.
My general approach is to compare the result of the instance with that of a more
representative measurement instance. Specifically, I compare the distribution of
a target variable obtained from the instance (that I call an estimated distribution)
with that from a more representative instance (that I call a reference distribution). I
consider that the distance between the estimated and reference distribution indicates
the degree of the representativeness of the instance. (A smaller distance1 would
indicate a higher representativeness.)
I aim to measure the representativeness of the entire IPv4 space scan. Thus
I obtain an estimated distribution by probing all IPv4 addresses and using each
responded address as a data point. In order to generate a reference distribution,
I perform a more representative measurement than the entire IPv4 space probing.
The idea is to repeat probing. A single scan only captures the IP addresses that
respond at the measurement time. In other words, it does not measure2 the addresses
that are temporarily not occupied or whose occupying devices are turned off at
the measurement time. This suggests that, if I repeat the entire scan (possibly
1I use the Area Test statistic [91] to quantify the distance between distributions as I will describe
in Section 5.2.3.
2No response may be considered as a piece of information especially when measuring reachability
or availability [15, 16, 19]. However, non-responding addresses only tell reachability or availability
but not other information. So I consider non-responding addresses are not measurable.
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at different times), more addresses (particularly, low available addresses) can be
measured. Therefore, I obtain a more representative distribution, i.e., reference
distribution from the aggregate of the multiple IPv4 space scans.
I do not perform (active) measurements to obtain distributions. I instead use
existing dataset, ZMap ICMP Echo Request dataset [21]. The dataset contains the
results of weekly ICMP Echo Request scan of full IPv4 address space. It records
whether each address has responded to ICMP probes and thus I can identify all
responding addresses3 using this dataset. I use round-trips times (RTTs) as a target
variable. In other words, I compare the distribution of RTTs from a single snapshot
with that from the aggregate of multiple snapshots. RTTs can be obtained from the
dataset itself because it captures the timestamps when packets are sent and received.
When aggregating multiple snapshots, if an address has multiple measurements of
RTTs, I randomly select one.
5.1.2.2 Results
Figure 5.1 shows the CDFs of RTTs from the single and aggregated snapshots
with various aggregation window sizes. As the window size increases, the difference
between the estimated and reference distribution (i.e., the distributions from the
single and aggregated snapshots, respectively) also increases. While the two distri-
butions are very similar when the window size is 2, the distinction between them
becomes clear with the window size greater than or equal to 12. The estimated
distribution tends to under-estimate RTTs. When the window size is 12, the ratios






















Figure 5.1: The CDFs of RTTs from a single and aggregated snapshots with various
aggregation window sizes.
of the RTTs that are at most 100, 200 and 400ms are 18%, 50% and 93% in the
estimated distribution whereas the ratios are 14%, 44% and 89% in the reference
distribution. Considering that the source of RTT measurement (i.e., the source of
the ZMap ICMP scan) is located at the University of Michigan, this may imply
that the estimated distribution over-represents the addresses in the US and thereby
under-represents the addresses outside the US. (I study in more detail the relati-
onship between geographic locations and the representativeness in Section 5.5.2).
This result shows that even the entire IPv4 space probing can be unrepresentative
(possibly due to various availability of IPv4 addresses).
5.1.3 A challenge for improving the representativeness
It may appear that the representativeness of active measurements can be easily
improved by additional measurements, e.g., by repeating probing. However, even
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Figure 5.2: The RTT distributions from all the responding addresses (reference
distribution) and the addresses having rDNS names (estimated distribution).
when additional measurements do not help with concrete examples.
5.1.3.1 The representativeness of subsets of addresses
Active measurement studies often measure or analyze only subsets of respon-
ding addresses. For example, many studies select addresses to probe or analyze
based on reverse DNS (rDNS) names of the addresses [11, 14, 16, 19, 81, 92]. Since
not all responding addresses have rDNS names and the addresses with rDNS names
may not be representative of all the addresses, the selection based on rDNS names
may generate a biased sample that undermines the representativeness. In general,
the unrepresentativeness due to a biased sample can be mitigated by increasing the
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sample size. However, in the selection by rDNS names, it is not possible to increase
the sample size because the selection is constrained by whether addresses have rDNS
names. The repetitive measurement (that was described in Section 5.1.2.1) does not
work either because the addresses not having rDNS names cannot be analyzed no
matter how many times they are probed. Therefore, additional measurements can-
not improve the representativeness of the results from the rDNS-based samples.
5.1.3.2 Motivating examples
I show that the rDNS-based samples can be unrepresentative. This motivates
the development of a technique that improves the representativeness without addi-
tional measurements (because additional measurements do not alleviate bias in the
rDNS-based samples). I measure the representativeness of some rDNS-based sam-
ples by using the methodology described in Section 5.1.2.1. I obtain an estimated
distribution from the responding addresses having rDNS names and a reference dis-
tribution from all the responding addresses. I use RTTs as a metric, in other words,
compare the distributions of RTTs. (I identify a list of responding addresses and
their RTT measurements from the ZMap ICMP Echo Request dataset.) I consider
each AS because many ISPs do not maintain rDNS names and thus the rDNS-based
sample will obviously not be representative if I consider the entire IPv4 address
space. To be specific, I compare the distribution of RTTs of all the responding
addresses in an AS with that of the responding addresses that are in the same AS
and have rDNS names.
Figure 5.2 depicts the reference and estimated distributions for three examples
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ASes. The estimated distributions are different from the reference distributions in all
the ASes. This suggests that the addresses having rDNS names do not well represent
all the addresses, in other words, the rDNS-based samples are unrepresentative.
Note again that additional measurements cannot improve the representativeness.
5.2 Applying weighting adjustment
Weighting adjustment is a common bias correction technique in surveys. I
exploit weighting adjustment to improve the representativeness of active measu-
rement. In this section, I describe how to apply weighting adjustment to active
measurement with concrete examples. I also explain a methodology for quantifying
the improvement of the representativeness by weighting adjustment.
5.2.1 How to perform weighting adjustment?
Weighting adjustment is to assign different weights to different entities (i.e.,
respondents in surveys and responding addresses in active measurement). Specifi-
cally, weighting adjustment can be considered as giving higher and lower weights to
the addresses in under- and over-represented groups, respectively. Hence, the first
step of weighting adjustment is to determine the groups of the addresses that can
represent each other. I use Hobbit blocks as the address groups for weighting adjus-
tment. Since the addresses within the same Hobbit blocks share common last-hop
routers, they are likely to have similar characteristics (Section 4.2.1, 5.5).
Since the weights for the addresses that are in the same address groups are
the same, I can consider that a weight is assigned to each address group. The
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weight of each group should be proportional to its share in a population and inver-
sely proportional to its share in a sample. I define a population as all responding
addresses4 because I consider active measurement. A sample consists of all the me-
asured addresses (i.e., the addresses that actually responded to the active probes of
the measurement to which I apply weighting adjustment).
Hence, I compute the weight of each Hobbit block as the number of the addres-
ses in the population and in the Hobbit block divided by the number of the measured
addresses in the Hobbit block. Using the computed weights, I generate the weighted
version of the estimated distribution, which I call an adjusted distribution.
5.2.2 Example Applications
I apply weighting adjustment to some example measurements. First, I apply
weighting adjustment to the single snapshot of the entire IPv4 space scan that was
described in Section 5.1.2. Specifically, I adjust the estimated distribution of RTTs
(that is obtained from the single snapshot) by weighting adjustment obtaining an
adjusted distribution. I then compare the adjusted distribution with the reference
distribution (that is obtained from the aggregate of multiple snapshots) to see if
weighting adjustment improves the representativeness of the estimated distribution.
Figure 5.3 depicts the adjusted, estimated and reference distributions. The adjusted
distribution is very close to the reference distribution. Considering that the estima-
ted distribution is clearly different from the reference distribution, this result shows
the improvement of the representativeness by weighting adjustment.
4I approximate the number of all responding addresses as the number of responding addresses




















Figure 5.3: The adjusted, estimated and reference distributions of RTTs.
I also apply weighting adjustment to the three rDNS-based samples that I
considered in Section 5.1.3. Figure 5.4 shows the estimated, reference and adjusted
distributions for the three example ASes. Weighting adjustment substantially alters
the estimated distributions. In the results of AS 35805, the adjusted distribution is
nearly identical to the reference distribution. The adjusted and the reference dis-
tributions of AS 5650 are slightly different but the difference between them is much
smaller than that between the reference and estimated distributions. For AS 6461,
the adjusted distribution is quite different from the reference distribution particu-
larly for RTT values less than 60ms. However, the adjusted distribution is still much
closer to the reference distribution than the estimated distribution. These results
indicate that weighting adjustment can actually improve the representativeness.
5.2.3 Quantifying the performance of weighting adjustment
I consider that weighting adjustment improves the representativeness if the
distance between the reference and adjusted distributions is smaller than that bet-
















































Figure 5.4: The RTT distributions from all the responding addresses (reference
distribution) and the addresses having rDNS names (estimated distribution), and
the adjusted distributions by using Hobbit blocks.
tativeness improvement by weighting adjustment, I measure the distance between
two distributions (specifically, CDFs) by using a summary statistic called an Area
Test [91]. The Area Test statistic between two CDFs is defined as the area bet-
ween the CDF curves normalized by the width of the CDF (that is, the difference
between the maximum and minimum x values). I also considered the two-sample
Kolomogorov-Smirnov (KS) Test [93]. However, the KS Test only uses a single x
value that maximizes the difference between the corresponding y values whereas
the Area Test covers all x values in that it computes area. The Area Test can be




















Figure 5.5: The CDFs of the Area Test statistics between 1) the reference and
estimated distributions and 2) the reference and adjusted distributions.
Figure 5.4c, the adjusted distribution is much closer to the reference distribution
than the estimated distribution. But the KS test statistic between the reference and
estimated distributions (0.35) is similar to that between the reference and adjusted
distributions (0.33). On the other hand, the Area Test statistic between the refe-
rence and estimated distributions is 0.13 whereas the statistic between the reference
and the adjusted distributions is 0.06.
I have applied weighting adjustment to the rDNS-based samples of the three
example ASes in Section 5.2.2. I now apply weighting adjustment for every AS and
quantify the representativeness improvement by using the Area Test statistics. To
be specific, for each AS, I compute the Area Test statistics for two pairs of the
distributions: 1) the reference and estimated distributions and 2) the reference and
adjusted distributions. Figure 5.5 depicts the CDFs of the statistics of all the ASes.
Different lines represent distinct statistics, i.e., the statistics for distinct pairs of the
distributions. The statistics between the reference and adjusted distributions tend
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to be smaller than those between the reference and estimated distributions. This
suggests that weighting adjustment generally improves the representativeness.
Although the results in this section show the possibility of improving the re-
presentativeness by weighting adjustment, they do not thoroughly evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of weighting adjustment. For thorough evaluation and optimization of
weighting adjustment, I identify key factors affecting the performance of weighting
adjustment and analyze their effects on the performance in the next sections.
5.3 Analyzing the performance of weighting adjustment
Weighting adjustment is not a panacea. It may not improve or even worsen
representativeness in certain cases. In this section, I describe the key factors that
influence the performance of weighting adjustment and analyze the performance
with various combinations of the factors.
5.3.1 What are the key factors affecting the performance?
Weighting adjustment is basically to estimate the measurement values of unob-
served addresses (that is, the addresses that are not in a sample but a population)
from those of observed addresses (that is, the addresses that are in the sample).
Therefore, the properties of samples largely affect the performance of weighting ad-
justment. An obvious influential attribute is the size of a sample. Depending on the
sample size (i.e., the number of the observed addresses), the unobserved addresses
may or may not be well represented by the observed addresses. Another impor-
tant factor is the distribution of sample points. In weighting adjustment, addresses
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are grouped into blocks (such as /24 blocks or Hobbit blocks) and the values of
unobserved addresses are estimated from those of the observed addresses within the
same blocks. This suggests that the distribution of sample points (i.e., observed
addresses) across the blocks is an influential factor in determining the performance
of weighting adjustment. For example, if sample points are concentrated in small
blocks while large blocks have a few sample points, the effectiveness of weighting
adjustment may be limited even if the sample size is large. I analyze both the effects
of sample sizes and the distributions of sample points.
5.3.2 Methodology
5.3.2.1 Generating samples
I first describe from where I select sample points, i.e., the addresses to mea-
sure. In active measurements, the addresses that (always) do not respond to active
probes cannot be measured and there are many such addresses. Hence, if I choose
destination addresses from the entire IPv4 space, many of the chosen addresses may
not be measurable. So I select destination addresses from a list of the addresses
that have previously responded to probes. I obtain those addresses from the ZMap
ICMP Echo Request dataset. This sort of destination selection scheme is actually
used by researchers for the purpose of increasing a hit ratio [81,94–97].
In order to evaluate the effects of the distribution of sample points across
address groups, I select sample points in three different ways. First, I select an
address group with the probability proportional to the size of the group5, and then
5I use Hobbit blocks as the address groups because they have shown a better performance than
/24 blocks in Section 5.2.3. The size of a group is the number of responding addresses within the
group.
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randomly choose an address from the selected address group. I repeat this until I
obtain a sample of a desired size. The samples generated in this way, which I call
good samples, are favorable to weighting adjustment in that larger address groups are
likely to have more sample points. Second, I generate samples in the opposite way.
I select address groups with the probability “inversely” proportional to the address
group size (and then randomly select sample points from the chosen address groups).
In these samples, sample points are likely to be concentrated in small blocks. I call
these samples bad samples. Lastly, I randomly select an address group and then
choose a sample point from the group. In this way, sample points are likely to
be uniformly distributed over the address groups and thereby I call the generated
samples uniform samples. By using these diverse methods and varying sample sizes,
I evaluate the performance of weighting adjustment with various kinds of samples in
order to show that weighting adjustment generally improves the representativeness
of samples.
5.3.2.2 Measuring representativeness
For each of the generated samples, I build an estimated distribution from
the addresses within the sample and compare it to the reference distribution that
I obtain using all the responding addresses. I again use RTTs as a metric, i.e.,
compare the distributions of RTTs. Note that some addresses in the sample may
not be responding and thus not be included in the construction of the estimated
distribution because the availability of addresses changes over time [16].
























































Figure 5.6: The CDFs of the Area Test statistics of the ASes for three types of
samples. Two different lines represent the statistics between the reference and 1)
estimated distribution and 2) the adjusted distribution by using Hobbit blocks.
tions and obtain adjusted distributions. I quantify the differences between 1) the
reference and estimated distributions and 2) the reference and adjusted distributi-
ons by calculating the Area Test statistics. I perform this analysis for each AS6 and
present the CDFs of Area Test statistics of the ASes.
5.3.3 The effects of the distribution of sample points
Figure 5.6 shows the CDFs of the Area Test statistics of the ASes for three
kinds of samples. The sizes of the samples are all 20% of the population. Weighting
6I only consider the ASes that have at least 10,000 responding addresses so that I can analyze
with small-sized samples, e.g., samples having only 1% of all the responding addresses.
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adjustment improves the representativeness for all the kinds of samples. In the
result of good samples, the Area Test statistics between the reference and estimated
distributions (i.e., before weighting adjustment) are at most 0.01 for about 83.5%
of the ASes whereas about 94.3% have at most 0.01 Area Test statistic between
the reference and adjusted distributions (i.e., after weighting adjustment). Good
samples are equivalent to randomly chosen samples because, if sample points are
randomly chosen, the number of the sample points in each Hobbit block will be
proportional to the size of the block. Thus, this result suggests that even random
samples (containing 20% of the population) may not be representative. Again,
this happens because of time-varying availability of addresses. Even if samples are
randomly generated, the results may not be representative if some addresses in the
samples do not respond at the measurement time.
The Area Test statistics before weighting adjustment for bad and uniform
samples are very similar. However, the statistics after weighting adjustment are
much smaller in uniform samples than in bad samples. In other words, the degree of
representativeness improvement by weighting adjustment is much larger for uniform
samples than bad samples. This indicates that the distribution of sample points
greatly influences the performance of weighting adjustment. Nevertheless, even for
bad samples, weighting adjustment still improves the representativeness. About
28.6% and 91.4% of the ASes have at most 0.01 and 0.1 Area Test Statistic before
weighting adjustment whereas about 40.5% and 96.6% have at most 0.01 and 0.1
after weighting adjustment.
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5.3.4 The effects of the sample sizes
Figure 5.7 shows the CDFs of the Area Test statistics for the three kinds of
samples with various sample sizes including 1%, 10%, 30% and 50% of the popula-
tion. As the sample size increases, the statistics reduce for all the kinds of samples
both with and without weighting adjustment. The degree of representativeness
improvement by weighting adjustment also increases as the sample size increases.
When the sample size is 50%, with weighting adjustment, about 95% of the ASes
have at most 0.01 Area Test statistic for uniform samples whereas only about 46%
have at most 0.01 without weighting adjustment. Weighting adjustment substanti-
ally decreases the Area Test statistics for good and bad samples as well when the
sample sizes are large.
The Area Test statistics with weighting adjustment are even smaller than
those obtained from larger samples without weighting adjustment. With weighting
adjustment, the statistics for 30% samples are smaller than those for 50% samples
without weighting adjustment in all cases. In uniform samples, even the statistics
for 10% samples with weighting adjustment tend to be smaller than that for 50%
samples without weighting adjustment.
When sample sizes are 1%, weighting adjustment does not perform well. For
bad samples, the statistics with weighting adjustment are only slightly lower than
those without weighting adjustment. The benefit of weighting adjustment is unclear
for uniform samples in that the ratio of ASes having at most 0.01 and 0.1 Area Test


































































Figure 5.7: The CDFs of the Area Test statistics of the ASes for samples with
various sizes and types. Dashed lines indicate the statistics between the reference
and estimated distributions and the solids lines indicate those between the reference
and adjusted distributions. The thicker the line is, the larger the corresponding
sample size is.
samples, weighting adjustment slightly worsen the representativeness. This could be
because some Hobbit blocks might not have any sample point when the sample size
is small. If this happens, weighting adjustment can result in under-representing the
addresses in the blocks having no sample points and over-representing the addresses
in the blocks having sample points (and thereby worsening the representativeness).
This suggests that the properties of the address groups used in weighting adjustment
such as the sizes of the groups influence the performance of weighting adjustment
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as well as the properties of the samples. I analyze the effects of the address groups
on the performance of weighting adjustment in the next section.
5.3.5 Summary
The results in this section have shown that active measurements of sampled
addresses may not be representative even if samples are randomly generated and
large (namely, 50% of the population). Weighting adjustment improves the repre-
sentativeness of samples in most cases. While the degree of the representativeness
improvement is maximized when sample points are uniformly distributed over the
address groups, the representativeness after applying weighting adjustment is maxi-
mized when samples are randomly selected (i.e., in good samples). This suggest that,
when selecting a subset of IPv4 addresses and measuring them by active probes, the
representativeness can be maximized by randomly selecting the destination addres-
ses and applying weighting adjustment. Even if random sampling is not possible
due to constraints on selecting destination addresses, e.g., the existence of rDNS
names (as described in Section 5.1.3), it is beneficial to apply weighting adjustment.
I have shown that weighting adjustment improves the representativeness even for
bad samples. However, if samples are very small, weighting adjustment might not
improve or even worsen the representativeness. I alleviate this issue in the next
section by optimizing the selection of address groups in weighting adjustment.
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5.4 The effects of address groups on weighting adjustment
In this section, I perform and compare the results of weighting adjustment
using two different types of address groups. By this comparison, I analyze the effects
of the address groups on the performance of weighting adjustment and develop a
way of combining different types of address groups to improve the performance.
5.4.1 What are the key properties affecting the performance of weig-
hting adjustment?
Weighting adjustment estimates the values of unmeasured addresses from those
of the measured addresses that are in the same address groups. Therefore, grouping
of addresses is a significant factor in determining the performance of weighting
adjustment. The two key attributes of address groups affecting the performance
are the sizes of the groups and the similarity of the addresses within the groups.
Ideally, the address groups should have both large sizes and high degrees of similarity
because they are both beneficial for weighting adjustment. If the group sizes are
small, some groups can have no measured addresses and thus the values of the
unmeasured addresses in those groups cannot be estimated, resulting in reduced
representativeness. The similarity of the addresses is also an important factor. If the
addresses within the same groups have very different characteristics, the measured
addresses may not well represent the unmeasured addresses in the same group.
The challenge is that there is a trade-off between the group sizes and the
similarity of the addresses within the groups. If address groups are fine-grained,
the degree of the similarity will be high but the sizes of the groups will be small.
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The sizes can be increased by coarser-grained grouping but then the degree of the
similarity may be decreased. For example, Hobbit blocks and BGP blocks that
refer to the groups of the addresses that are routed through common advertised
BGP prefixes have their own advantage. The addresses within the same Hobbit
blocks have common IP-level last-hop routers whereas the addresses within BGP
blocks have common AS-level paths. Hence, the degrees of the similarity of the
addresses within Hobbit blocks are generally higher than those within BGP blocks.
On the other hand, the sizes of Hobbit blocks tend to be smaller than those of BGP
blocks. By comparing weighting adjustment that uses Hobbit BGP blocks, I analyze
the effects of the properties of the address groups on the performance of weighting
adjustment.
5.4.2 Methodology
I obtain a list of advertised BGP prefixes from RouteViews dataset [90]. I
identify the most specific matching prefix for each address and cluster the addresses
with common corresponding prefixes into address groups, namely, BGP blocks.
I evaluate the performance of weighting adjustment that uses Hobbit BGP
blocks by the methodology described in Section 5.3.2. To summarize, I draw samples
from the previously responded addresses and obtain the estimated distributions from
the samples. (I focus on the distribution of RTTs and obtain RTT measurements
from the ZMap ICMP Echo Request dataset.) By applying the weighting adjustment
to every sample, I derive the adjusted distributions. I quantify the differences in
the estimated and adjusted distributions from the reference distributions by using
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the Area Test statistics. I compute the statistics for each AS and compare the
distributions of the statistics of all the ASes.
In order to accurately measure the effects of the address groups, I need to use
common samples for weighting adjustment using Hobbit blocks and that using BGP
blocks because the performance of weighting adjustment is largely affected by the
distributions of samples points across address groups (as shown in Section 5.3.3). I
follow the sample generation scheme in Section 5.3.2.1 that creates good, bad and
uniform samples. The issue is that the sample generation scheme is dependent on
address groups.7 If I generate samples using either Hobbit or BGP blocks, samples
may be biased towards either of them. For example, if I use Hobbit blocks in
generating uniform samples, the sample points will be uniformly distributed over
Hobbit blocks but not necessarily over BGP blocks, and vice versa. To deal with
this, I define the address groups to be the groups of addresses that are in the same
Hobbit blocks “and” BGP blocks8 and then select the address groups uniformly or
depending on the sizes of the address groups, followed by the selection of sample
points from the chosen address groups. This method can generate more balanced
samples compared to when using either Hobbit or BGP blocks.
5.4.3 Results
Figure 5.8 shows the CDFs of the Area Test statistics of the ASes for good
samples with various sample sizes (1%, 20% and 50%). The weighting adjustment
7Note that the generation of good samples is independent of address groups because good samples
are equivalent to random samples, that is, the samples generated by the random selection of sample
points.

























































Figure 5.8: The CDFs of the Area Test statistics of the ASes for good samples. Three
lines represent the statistics between the reference and 1) estimated distribution and
2) the adjusted distribution by using Hobbit blocks and 3) BGP blocks.
that uses BGP blocks effectively improves the representativeness of the samples.
The Area Test statistics between the reference and the adjusted distributions by
using BGP blocks tend to be smaller than those between the reference and the
estimated distributions for all the sample sizes. Even when the sample size is 1%,
weighting adjustment using BGP blocks improves the representativeness unlike that
using Hobbit blocks. However, as the sample size increases, the performance of
weighting adjustment using Hobbit blocks becomes better than that using BGP
blocks. When the sample size is 50%, about 96.4% of the ASes have at most 0.01


























Figure 5.9: The CDFs of the Area Test statistics for good samples with various
sizes. Different types of lines represent the adjusted distributions by using Hobbit
blocks, BGP blocks and the two-phase approach.
blocks whereas 93.7% have at most 0.01 statistic when using BGP blocks. This
could be because, as the sample size increases, more Hobbit blocks are likely to
have some sample points. Since Hobbit blocks are finer-grained than BGP blocks,
unobserved addresses can be better represented by the observed addresses within
the same Hobbit blocks rather than those within the same BGP blocks.
I observe similar results for uniform and bad samples : 1) the weighting adjus-
tment with BGP blocks as well as that with Hobbit blocks improves the representa-
tiveness of the samples and 2) the use of BGP blocks yields better results when the
sample size is 1% whereas it is better to use Hobbit blocks when the sample size is
20% or 50%.
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5.4.4 Exploiting both Hobbit and BGP blocks
Hobbit BGP blocks have their own advantage. The weighting adjustment
using Hobbit blocks performs well on large samples whereas that using BGP blocks
performs well on small samples. I develop a weighting adjustment strategy that
works well for both small and large samples. A straightforward approach is to set
a threshold for the sample size, and use Hobbit blocks if the given sample size is
greater than the threshold value and use BGP blocks otherwise. This may be an
effective approach but it can be very challenging to find a right threshold value. I
instead develop a two-phase approach that uses Hobbit blocks in the first phase and
relies on BGP blocks in the second phase.
It can be confusing to compute weights in two phases by using two different
types of address groups. Instead, I perform an equivalent alternative method of
weighting adjustment in two phases. The alternative method is to, for each of
unmeasured addresses, randomly select a measured address from the address group
it belongs to and use the value of the chosen address as its value in constructing
a distribution. I have confirmed that this method generates identical distributions
with weighting adjustment. It is straightforward to perform this method in two
phases. In the first phase, I impute the values of unmeasured addresses from those
of (randomly chosen) measured addresses in the same Hobbit blocks. If there is no
measured address in the Hobbit block, I resort to BGP blocks as the second phase
(i.e., impute the values of unmeasured addresses from those of measured addresses
in the same BGP blocks).
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I evaluate the performance of the two phase approach by applying it to good
samples. Figure 5.9 depicts the CDFs of the Area Test statistics of the ASes for
the distributions adjusted by weighting adjustment that uses either Hobbit or BGP
blocks, and by the two-phase approach. I can see that the two-phase approach
overcomes the weakness of weighting adjustment using either Hobbit or BGP blocks.
When the sample size is 1%, the two-phase approach performs better than weighting
adjustment that uses Hobbit blocks. At the same time, its performance is better
than that of weighting adjustment using BGP blocks for the sample size 50%. It
even performs better than both weighting adjustment using Hobbit blocks and that
using BGP blocks when the sample size is 20%. These results demonstrate that the
two phase approach performs well irrespective of the sample size and thus is better
than weighting adjustment using either Hobbit or BGP blocks.
5.5 For which properties is weighting adjustment effective?
5.5.1 A criterion determining suitability
It would be ideal to identify specialized address groups to each metric for max-
imizing the performance of weighting adjustment. However, identifying the address
groups that are generally applicable to different metrics can be more practical and
useful. Hobbit and BGP blocks are representative examples of such address groups.
They can be suitable for other metrics than RTT that I have already considered.
The question is what determines whether or not they are usable. Hobbit and BGP
blocks both consist of topologically proximate addresses although there is a diffe-
rence in degree. (The addresses in the same Hobbit and BGP blocks have common
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IP-level last-hop routers and AS-level paths, respectively.) This suggests that the
correlation with topological proximity can be a key factor in determining whether
Hobbit and BGP blocks are suitable. For example, RTTs are correlated with topo-
logical proximity and thus could be analyzed with Hobbit and BGP blocks. On the
other hand, the characteristics of end hosts themselves such as OSes, the types of de-
vices and certificate vulnerability may not be correlated with topological proximity.
Even topologically proximate end hosts can have very different such characteristics
and thus they may not be analyzable with Hobbit and BGP blocks.
In order to demonstrate that Hobbit and BGP blocks are suitable for me-
trics that are correlated with topological proximity, I evaluate the performance
of weighting adjustment (specifically, the two-phase approach described in Section
5.4.4) using more metrics, that is, geographic locations and the prevalence of load-
balancers.
5.5.2 Evaluation with geographic locations
I use the methodology described in Section 5.1.2.1. Hence, I compare the
distribution of geographic locations9 of measured addresses (i.e., the responding
addresses in a single snapshot of the Internet-wide scan) with that of all responding
addresses (i.e., the responding addresses in the aggregate of multiple snapshots).
The distributions from the single and the multiple snapshots correspond to the
estimated and reference distributions. Note that I do not split addresses by their
AS number but use all the addresses in constructing the distributions. In some ASes,
9I use the Maxmind dataset [68] to obtain geographic locations
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all the addresses are geographically co-located and thus it may not be meaningful
to build the distributions of geographic locations within such ASes.
I adjust the estimated distribution by applying weighting adjustment, speci-
fically, the two-phase approach described in Section 5.4.4. Since I use city names
in determining the geographic locations of the addresses, geographical location is
a discrete variable. Therefore, the Area Test statistics that I used for quantifying
the difference between the distributions of RTTs may not be suitable for geographic
locations. I instead use L1 distance [98] to quantify the differences in distributions.
To be specific, for each value of a target variable, I compute the absolute difference
between its ratio in one distribution and that in the other distribution, and add all
the absolute differences. I compute the L1 distances between 1) the reference and
estimated distributions and 2) the reference and adjusted distributions. These dis-
tances indicate the representativeness (of the estimated and adjusted distributions).
A smaller distance indicates a higher degree of the representativeness.
The L1 distance between the reference and estimated distributions was 7.05674.
This may imply that addresses in many locations are being over- or under-represented.
I have actually analyzed regions where over- or under-representation occurs. Most
of over-represented locations are in the US and Western Europe whereas under-
represented locations are mostly in the other regions, particularly Asia and South
America. The US and Western Europe have 19 of the top 20 most over-represented
cities. While they have only 2 of the top 20 most under-represented cities, Asia
and South America have 15 of the cities. Considering that the main cause of the
unrepresentativeness is no response, this result is consistent with a previous study
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that has shown the availability of Internet addresses is very high in the US and
Western Europe and diurnal in much of Asia and South America [16].
The weighting adjustment substantially improves the representativeness. The
L1 distance between the reference and adjusted distributions is only 0.38057. This
result demonstrates that my weighting adjustment strategy is suitable for geographic
locations.
5.5.3 Evaluation with load-balancing existence
A straightforward way of determining whether weighting adjustment using
Hobbit and BGP blocks are suitable for a metric is to apply weighting adjustment
to the estimated distribution of the metric and compare the adjusted distribution
against the reference distribution. However, this method may not be feasible espe-
cially when reference distributions are hard to obtain. An alternative method is to
measure the correlation between the target metric and Hobbit blocks. If they are
correlated, i.e., the addresses in the same blocks have similar metric values, then
weighting adjustment by Hobbit blocks are likely to be suitable for the metric. Using
this method, I measure if it is suitable to use Hobbit or BGP blocks for the existence
of load-balancers. In other words, I measure if the paths towards the addresses in
the same Hobbit blocks commonly have load-balancers or not. This can be useful
not only for verifying that weighting adjustment by Hobbit or BGP blocks can be
used for metrics correlated with topological proximity but also for reducing measu-
rement loads for enumerating load-balanced paths. If the presence of load-balancers
is correlated with Hobbit blocks, then Paris-traceroute MDA [22], which is a tool for
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enumerating load-balanced paths, does not have to be performed for the addresses
in the blocks having no load-balancers except for the first few addresses that need
to be probed for determining the existence of load-balancers in the blocks. This can
result in reduced measurement loads because Paris-traceroute MDA causes heavier
loads than typical traceroute [22].
I randomly select 4 addresses from each routed /24 prefix and identify the
presence of load-balancers10 on the paths towards the addresses by performing Paris-
traceroute MDA for each address. To quantify the correlation between Hobbit blocks
and load-balancer existence, I compute the probability that an addresses will have
the same result with another arbitrary address in the same block. For example,
if there are 4 and 6 addresses with and without load-balancers in a certain block,
then the probability for the addresses with and without load-balancers will be 3/9
and 5/9, respectively. If the probability is 1, it indicates that the addresses within
the block are completely correlated. I compute the probability for each address
and identify how many addresses have the probability 1. For Hobbit blocks, about
94.62% of the addresses have the probability 1 indicating a very high degree of
correlation between Hobbit blocks and the existence of load balancers. BGP blocks
also have a correlation with the load balancer existence. About 79.83% of the
addresses have the probability 1. This results suggest that the two-phase approach
that uses Hobbit and BGP blocks will be helpful for improving the representativeness
of the measurement of the load-balancing prevalence.
10I only consider per-flow load-balancing.
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5.6 Summary
In this chapter, I showed that active measurements may not be representative
even if the entire IPv4 space is probed and there are situations where even additional
measurements cannot improve the representativeness. I adapted weighting adjust-
ment to active measurements by using Hobbit blocks and showed that the weighting
adjustment can improve the representativeness of active measurements. To design
a good strategy for weighting adjustment in active measurements, I identified and
analyzed key factors affecting the performance of weighting adjustment. Although
the performance is largely influenced by the properties of samples including the sam-
ple sizes and the distributions of sample points, the weighting adjustment generally
improves the representativeness of various kinds of samples. I also analyzed the
effects of the address groups used in computing weights by comparing Hobbit and
BGP blocks.
Weighting adjustment has hardly been used in network measurement despite
its commonness in other fields such as surveys. I have shown that weighting ad-
justment can apply to active network measurement and it actually improves the
representativeness in most cases. Weighting adjustment is very easy to apply given
that Hobbit blocks can be used as input to weighting adjustment. Since I publish
Hobbit blocks every month, one can perform weighting adjustment at no measu-
rement cost. Weighting adjustment thus can have an impact on the practice of
network measurement.
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Chapter 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Thesis
In this dissertation, I developed a general approach to reducing measurement
loads and biases that are fundamental issues for improving the reliability of active
Internet measurement. Based on the insight that measurement loads and biases can
be reduced by letting Internet addresses represent larger aggregates, I defended the
following thesis: IPv4 addresses can be grouped into homogeneous blocks that enable
researchers to improve efficiency and accuracy of active Internet measurement.
In Chapter 3, I developed Hobbit, a technique that identifies the aggregates
of topologically proximate addresses. Unlike the previous work [4] that assumes
that traceroute differences within /24s are all due to load-balancing, Hobbit dis-
tinguishes between traceroute differences due to load-balancing and distinct route
entries. Hobbit is also unique in that it can aggregate even discontiguous addres-
ses unlike traditional network prefix based approaches [3, 19]. I evaluated Hobbit
using various information sources such as Whois databases, reverse DNS names and
latency characteristics. By evaluation, I showed that the unique characteristics of
Hobbit contribute to aggregating more homogeneous /24s and detecting heteroge-
neous /24s. I applied Hobbit to all eligible /24s and identified 0.51M homogeneous
blocks (i.e., Hobbit blocks) that contain 1.77M /24s.
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In Chapter 4, I demonstrated that the use of Hobbit blocks can improve the
efficiency of network measurement. I compared an Internet topology mapping stra-
tegy that selects destinations from /24s (like CAIDA’s topology discovery [28]) with
a strategy that selects destinations from Hobbit blocks. I evaluated that the stra-
tegy using Hobbit blocks discovers more links when the same number of probes are
sent. I also showed that Hobbit blocks improve the efficiency of latency estimation.
I quantified the correlation of RTTs within Hobbit blocks and the efficiency impro-
vement that can be obtained by using Hobbit blocks. When Hobbit is combined
with Ting, which is an existing latency estimation technique, Ting can predict RTTs
between 66 times more address pairs without additional measurements. Hobbit cau-
ses additional estimation error but the degree of the estimation error is comparable
with that of existing latency estimation techniques.
In Chapter 5, I demonstrated that Hobbit blocks can be used for improving
the accuracy of network measurement. I used Hobbit blocks in adapting weig-
hting adjustment that is a common bias correction technique in surveys to active
Internet measurement. To demonstrate the accuracy improvement, I developed a
methodology that measures the representativeness of active Internet measurement.
I identified the key factors influencing the performance of the weighting adjustment
and evaluated the effectiveness of the weighting adjustment using various samples
with different combinations of the factors. I showed that the weighting adjustment
improves the representativeness for most samples.
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6.2 Future Work
6.2.1 Aggregating IPv6 addresses
The IPv6 Internet is growing [99] and has been studied by many resear-
chers [100–104]. One research direction in IPv6 is to adapt network measurement
techniques designed for IPv4 to IPv6 [105] or develop new techniques for IPv6 in ca-
ses where the existing techniques do not apply to IPv6 [106,107]. Applying Hobbit to
IPv6 can suggest several research problems. The key component of Hobbit is to deal
with load-balancing by checking if addresses can be grouped by non-overlapping pre-
fixes. This component will apply to IPv6 as long as IPv6 load-balancers use hashing
to determine the next hop. But, its accuracy still needs to be verified. The useful-
ness also needs to be evaluated in that the degree of the prevalence of load-balancing
is different in the IPv4 and IPv6 Internet [105]. With Hobbit adapted to IPv6, the
study that identifies and analyzes Hobbit blocks of IPv6 addresses can be useful.
The analysis of the Hobbit blocks can provide insights on IPv6 addressing schemes.
For example, if Hobbit blocks have many discontiguous addresses, it may suggest
the prevalence of fragmented allocations of IPv6 addresses. If many BGP prefixes
comprise different Hobbit blocks, it may mean that route aggregation is common in
IPv6.
6.2.2 Going beyond active measurement
In this dissertation, I focused on active Internet measurement. Accordingly, in
computing weights for weighting adjustment, I defined a population to be all respon-
ding addresses (Section 5.2.1). This is accurate with respect to active measurement
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because active measurement can only measure responding addresses. However, fo-
cusing only on responding addresses is a limitation of active measurement, in that
there are many invisible addresses (i.e., the addresses that are being used but inten-
tionally do not respond to probes by, e.g., access control) [12] and the distribution
containing both visible and invisible addresses may be different with the distribution
of only visible addresses. Nevertheless, this does not mean that weighting adjust-
ment has a fundamental limitation. Rather, it can help to overcome the limitation
of active measurement. The idea is to use the number of both visible and invisible
addresses in computing weights instead of the number of visible addresses. This idea
may seem to be straightforward but needs to be studied in more detail. First of all,
weighting adjustment can only be effective when address groups have both visible
and invisible addresses. If most of the address groups have either visible or invisible
addresses, then weighting adjustment will not be successful because weighting ad-
justment infers the values for invisible addresses from those for visible addresses in
the same groups. It also needs to be verified whether visible and invisible addresses
are correlated within the same address groups. If they have different characteristics
even within the same address groups, then weighting adjustment may be inappro-
priate. Finally, the number of invisible addresses within each address group needs
to be accurately estimated. This can be a challenging task in that Internet-wide
traces are hard to obtain. Studying these research problems can potentially make a
contribution towards extending the coverage of active measurement.
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